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George Fisk Comfort
by David Tatham
1973 marks the centennial of the founding of the College of Fine Arts
at Syracuse University, the first degree-granting college of its kind in
America1 and in many respects the model for most of the American programs
in fine arts education of the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The
College of Fine Arts no longer exists as an entity - it was formally dissolved
in 19452 - but those schools, departments, and programs which carryon its
work still bear something of the stamp of the college's founder, George Fisk
Comfort (1833-1910)3. His long career, at Syracuse and elsewhere, as a
scholar, educator, and organizer of the arts was devoted to nothing less than
elevating the cultural level of his nation and moving it ever closer to the high
level of civilization he was confident it would one day attain. At the close of
his life he could claim three monuments to his labors as an advocate for the
arts: the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, the Syracuse
University College of Fine Arts, and the Syracuse (now Everson) Museum of
Art. His contribution in each case was not in dollars but in ideas and
unremitting labor.
When at age thirty-nine Comfort was called to a professorship at the
new Methodist university at Syracuse, he had already established himself as
an exceptional scholar and teacher. After his graduation from Wesleyan
University in Connecticut in 1857, he taught languages and drawing in private
academies while he concurrently worked on an M.A. at Wesleyan, awarded in
1860. Late that year he sailed for Europe, where he remained until 1865,
studying intensively, and at first hand, the arts of western civilization, from
ancient times to the present. During this long stay in Europe, Comfort toured
Dr. Tatham is Associate Professor and Chairman of the Department of Fine
Arts at Syracuse University. He is the author of The Lure of the Striped Pig:
The Illustration of Popular Music in America, 1820-1870, published in 1973
by the Imprint Society.
1 Yale University has sometimes been given priority in this matter, probably because a
fine arts building was completed there in 1866, but the Yale School of Art did not
formally open until 1879 and did not grant degrees unti11891.
2 The college existed in name only between 1945 and 1971 as each of its three major
units, art, architecture, and music, functioned as independent schools, each with a
director. The School of Art and School of Music became elements of the new College
of Visual and Performing Arts in 1971. Since 1946 the task of teaching the history of
the arts has been a primary responsibility of the department of fine arts in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
3The Comfort Papers are in the Syracuse University Archives and are available for use by
scholars in the George Arents Research Library.
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on foot whenever possible, claiming later to have averaged twenty to forty
miles a day.4 After a stay of five months in Rome, he walked to Florence by
way of Orvieto, Assisi, and Sienna, "as railroads were but sparsely builtin
Southern Europe and bicycles were not yet invented."5 After two years in
Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor, he walked over the Alps from Lake Como to
Innsbruck, and spent the next two years in Berlin with occasional visits to
other places in Germany, England, France, and the Low Countries.
On his return to America in 1865, Comfort joined Allegheny College at
Meadville, Pennsylvania, as professor of modern languages and esthetics, the
first occasion, so far as is known, of the recognition of the field of esthetics
by a professorial appointment in the United States. He had been invited to
Allegheny because planning was underway there to establish the first
comprehensive teaching, museum of art history in America and with it the
first degree-granting course in the fine arts. Comfort's appointment signified
the beginning of the implementation of the plan and also, alas, the end. The
development of the museum and course of studies had depended on promised
gifts from friends of the college whose wealth was linked to the Pennsylvania
oil boom. When the boom collapsed in 1866, the plans for the museum and
program were at first postponed and then abandoned altogether as the
business interests of virtually all of the college's chief patrons failed. Comfort
was less than optimistic about his own future as a language teacher at
Allegheny and made his availability as a lecturer in esthetics and art history
known at other colleges. 6
In 1868, Comfort joined Drew Theological Seminary in New Jersey as a
lecturer in Christian art, a part-time association which lasted until 1874. In
1869, while living in New York, he formed the American Philological Society,
an organization which is to this day one of our great learned societies. He
began a series of six German language text books for Harper and Brothers,
books which remained standard school texts into the twentieth century. Then
in November, 1869, he was invited to address a group of prominent New
Yorkers at the Union League Club on the subject of the need for a great art
museum in that city.
The invitation had been extended by the publisher George P. Putnam,
chairman of the club's art committee which included the landscape painters
John F. Kensett and Worthington Whitridge, the sculptor John Quincy
Adams Ward, and the collector and dealer Samuel P. Avery. It seems to have
4Comfort to Ralph M. Comfort, December 29, 1901, Comfort Family Papers.
5 "Biographical Sketch," 1902, Comfort Family Papers.
6Comfort to President John Maclean of Princeton University, April 14, 1866, Princeton
University Archives, Princeton, New Jersey;
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An unidentified sketch from the "Italian Sketch Book," 1861-62. See cover illustration,
also. From Syracuse University Archives.
been Avery who recommended Comfort for the job, probably on the basis of
his lectures at Drew and, evidently, at Princeton. 7 Comfort was a dynamic
and eloquent speaker, but of course these were hardly uncommon qualities
among academics in an age when a command of rhetoric was a fundamental
requisite for a professorship. Comfort's special distinction, and surely the
basis for Avery's recommendation, was his authoritative knowledge of art
history, rare in America in the 1860s, coupled with a first hand acquaintance-
ship with the most advanced practices in the field of public art museum
operations, a knowledge gained in Berlin and London. It is doubtful that any
other American was better qualified to speak to the question of what kind of
museum should be established in New York and for what purposes.
7The notion that Comfort was a member of the Princeton faculty has appeared in print a
number of times and probably derives from Putnam's references in the report of his
committee to "Professor Comfort of Princeton," (A Metropolitan Art-Museum -
Proceedings of a Meeting - November 23,1869, New York: Printed for the Committee
[of Fifty l, 1869, pp. 6, 7). In fact, the archives of Princeton University have no record
of any regular association of Comfort with Princeton, though the letter cited in the
preceding notes suggests that Comfort may have given lectures as a kind of visiting
scholar. If so, we probably have the basis for Putnam's reference.
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William Cullen Bryant, the sage of American literature, presided at the
meeting and introduced Comfort to the gathering of three hundred· or so of
the city's leading citizens, most of them discomforted by what they felt was
America's backwardness in matters of culture, a feeling which was a prom-
inent part of the opinions and tastes of the Gilded Age. Although it was
clear enough to anyone who thought about it that the production of Ameri-
can artists of genius could not be ordered, it was just as clear that the wealth
of the United States, and New York in particular, could be marshalled to erect
a museum building equal to any in the world and then to fill it with art
treasures on a scale unmatched except perhaps by the greatest centers of
culture in Europe. Such a museum would tower above the worthy but very
limited collections gathered in America by individual collectors and aca-
demies. It seemed entirely reasonable to think that New York could within a
few years transform itself from a provincial and perhaps philistine city in
matters of art to the cultural capital of the New World.8 The will and
resources of those assembled at the Union League Club were ample to the
task, their tastes, shaped by extensive European travel, were refined, and now
they listened as Professor Comfort explained how the proposed new museum
(already tagged the Metropolitan) could from the outset be the most
advanced of all the world's great treasure houses.
He began by underlining the inferiority of the art-life of America, in
relation not only to European culture but also to American achievements in
industry, commerce, and government. "Still, in no country in the world is
there. more native genius for art than in America.,,9 And so, by counter-
poising a lamentable past with the brightest of futures, Comfort shaped his
audience's determination to make up for the inadequacies of their culturally
deprived forbears. He talked about the nature of collections, the place of
public museums in a democratic society, the location of museums in parks
and near universities, and the differences between major museums, such as
New York would have, and the smaller, regional museums which he predicted
would soon spring forth in such places as Bangor, Ithaca, and Ann Arbor.
Indeed, he accurately foresaw a veritable sprouting of museums, large and
small, across the landscape from coast to coast and believed, with his
essentially American vision, that they would be vital instruments of uplift:
Many important results will be accomplished by these museums.
A purer taste will be cultivated ... chaste and tasteful ornamenta-
tion will replace the glaring colors, gaudy decorations, and bad
designs that so often disfigure the furniture and walls of our
8 Similar notions were in the air in Boston and Chicago. A generation later, all three cities
could claim that their goals had been largely achieved.
9George F. Comfort, "Art Museums in America," Old and New, April 1870, p. [3]. This
article is a revision of his Union League Club address, broadened to apply to museum
interests throughout the nation.
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dwellings.... Our streets will be fIlled with a purer architecture
and our parks with statuary of noble motive and better
execution. It will become fashionable also to visit the museums
... and to become acquainted with every important new work of
art that is received.... A certain portion of the vast sums ...
now spent on luxurious living, expensive furniture, costly
clothing, and fast horses, will be devoted to adorning the walls of
our houses with works of high art. That large part of the
population which must be forever prevented from purchasing
works of art for their own homes, the poor, will have free access
to galleries which no private citizen, whatever his wealth, would
ever be able to gather together. And who can tell in how many
young minds the germs of genius will thus be developed, which
will give a glory to our country and to humanity, but which
otherwise would remain dormant and thus lost to the world.· °
He noted that although there were state, academy, and private col-
lections of great age in Europe, the idea of a. comprehensive museum, repre-
senting the arts of all cultures and all times, was quite new and the idea that
such a museum should be open to the public was newer still. The foremost
such museums, he remarked, were in Berlin and London, and were less than
fifty and twenty years old, respectively. A number of his listeners must have
instantly concluded that it would be no major task to overtake them.
Comfort closed: "In the year 1776 this nation declared her political inde-
pendence of Europe .... May we not now begin institutions that by the
year 1876 shall sever the provincial relation of America to Europe in respect
to Art?"··
The speech was a rousing success. A select Committee of Fifty was
formed with Comfort as a key member, assigned to translate the spirit and
ideas of his talk into the reality of a building, a collection, and a program.
These were exciting times and it is disappointing that Comfort did not write a
full memoir of it. (His attempt at a complete autobiography, started in the
late l890s, the bleakest period of his life, never progressed past his
childhood.) The single notable incident that has come down to us concerns
Comfort's meeting in 1870 with Tammany Hall's notorious William Marcy
Tweed, then at the zenith of his power as the political boss of New York.
Forty years later, Comfort recalled:
[We had a] petition ... signed by owners of more than one-half
of the real estate of New York City, to the Legislature, requesting
that authority be given the city to tax itself for one-half a million
of dollars for museum buildings to be placed upon a park. I,
• °Comfort, "Art Museums," p. 12.
llComfort, in A Metropolitan Art-Museum, p. 16.
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From an autobiographical sketch in the University Archives. A page from a section
describing a journey to St. Louis, Mo.
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representing this Museum, and a representative of the Museum of
Natural History took the petition to Albany. Tweed and [Peter
B.] Sweeny were in the power then. We arrived about noon and
about half past two we were told to see Mr. Tweed and Mr.
Sweeny ....
We arrived there and we were placed in seats behind Mr.
Tweed as he sat at a table, and he said: "We will see what the
New York papers say about us today", and there they were, and
as w~ handed the papers in, he lqoked at it a moment, saw the
heading and instantly, with that celerity of action, he took it to a
room, and said: "You will see Mr. Sweeny. He will take charge of
this." Then Mr. Sweeny took the paper and skipped the heading,
and looked at the names, and when he saw the names attached to
it, then he turned back and read the heading. And as I watched
his face there was not the quiver of an eye, or twitch of the
muscles, but he turned quickly and said: "Please inform these
gentlemen that we are the servants of the people. This is New
York. New York wishes this and please inform them and say that
they can see us on two or three details of the matter, and then
this will go through".
We telegraphed to New York and two or three gentlemen
came up, and Mr. Sweeny came and said: "This is just in our line,
in line with our ideas of progress in New York City. We are the
elected and official representatives of the City and you ask this
sum to be given to a Museum to be built on city property. Now,
as representatives of the city we must control that building," and
as quick as a thought, our Committee turned and conceded. that
point, and the statute was passed, and with that commenced the
cooperation of the municipality with the individual con-
tributors. 1 2
In his faith in the beneficent power of art, his confidence that the
succeeding generations would surpass the good works and noble purposes of
his own, and his belief in the ultimate perfectability of American culture,
Comfort was, of course, -in harmony with the popular beliefs of his time. And
there is more than a little of the ring of manifest destiny to his predictions for
the future of art in America. He was as surely an evangelist for the arts, as his
father before him had been an evangelist for the abolition of slavery.13
12George F. Comfort, "Address ... at the Fortieth Annual Meeting ... of the Metro-
politan Museum of Art," typescript, Comfort Family Papers, Syracuse University
Archives, Syracuse, New York, pp. 4-6.
13The Reverend Silas D. Comfort (1803-1868). His ruling to introduce the testimony
of a Negro slave in the church trial of a white church member in 1839 created a
major controversy among Methodists.
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Comfort was named a trustee of the new museum and a member of its
executive committee. He served until December 1871 when he resigned to
accept a professorship at the newly-formed (1870) Syracuse University. His
departure from the Metropolitan and the comparatively cosmopolitan art
world of New York for a teaching post upstate was for a variety of reasons no
doubt, but certainly chief among them was his need for a steady income, for
he now had a family to support. Early in 1871 he had married Anna
Manning,14 and they were now expecting their first child. Further, Comfort's
orphaned nine-year-old half-brother was to be adopted by the couple.
Comfort's service to the Metropolitan had been largely without pay and his
arrangements with Drew had never involved a full-time position. But beyond
his need for funds was the challenge of the position, since Syracuse, rather
more cautiously than Allegheny, was determined to establish a degree-
granting college of fine arts.
His initial appointment at Syracuse was as a professor of modern
languages. Then, in June 1873, the trustees established the College of Fine
Arts with Comfort as its Dean. (At the outset, he was the College's sole
professor as well.) Within a month, the Panic of 1873 descended and
threatened the very existence of the new university, but by the skin of its
teeth the institution survived the year and then the rest of the economically
troubled decade, though even as late as June, 1879, Chancellor Haven
considered abolishing the fine arts program in order to cut costs. The 1880s
saw a more stable state of financial affairs and a period of growth for
Syracuse. As enrollments increased, professorial appointments were made in
the various branches of art, architecture, and music so that Comfort's faculty,
which had been but a handful in the late 1870s, consisted of twenty or so a
decade later. And where in 1873 his college was housed along with the
College of Liberal Arts, the library, and the Chancellor's Office in the
just-completed Hall of Languages, the first University building on the Hill, by
1889 the College of Fine Arts had as its home the magnificent new John
Crouse Building. At that time, Crouse College (as the building has ever since
been called) was the largest single university building in America and was
easily the Hill's most prominent landmark, as it is today.
Under Comfort's guidance the practice of the arts flourished. Print-
making and sculpture joined drawing and painting. Comfort himself painted
an impressive view of Tivoli (private collection), the only known oil painting
by his hand. With a concert hall .and rehearsal rooms available at Crouse
College, the music program grew in size and quality. Drafting rooms for the
department of architecture expanded in the Hall of Languages.
14Anna Manning Comfort (1845-1931), whom George had met in 1867, was a physician
(one of the fIrst women ever to practice in the state of Connecticut), a feminist, and a
poet.
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The University's art collections also grew. In 1890 Comfort delivered a
major addressls at a convocation in the Crouse College auditorium
celebrating the opening of the Wolff-Leavenworth collection of engraved
portraits, the first great gift of art to the University and still one of its chief
treasures, containing as it does among its twelve thousand prints, engravings
by such varied masters of printmaking as Durer, Rembrandt, Hollar, Gravelot,
George Stubbs, and Peter Pelham. l6
There is precious little information about the day to day experience of
students and faculty in the college during the Comfort years. We know that
enrollments blossomed and students (by the 1890s) thought of their Dean as
a dear old man. But we have virtually no information, for instance, about
(Thomas Francis) Frank Beard's years as a professor of esthetics in the early
1880s. Beard (1842-1905) was a member of the noted family of American
artists, and was among the nation's foremost political cartoonists, a bitter and
capable rival of the formidible Thomas Nast. At Syracuse Beard seems to have
taught drawing and painting, leaving in 1884 to assume the editorship of
Judge magazine for the presidential campaign season. His worldly ebullience
and Comfort's other-worldly seriousness must have provided amusing
contrasts in the compact world of the Hall of Languages in the early eighties.
In 1879, 1887, and 1891, the Dean and his family traveled to Europe
with students and toured in rather more comfortable circumstances than he
had known during his long, solitary tour of 1860-1865. Then, at fifty-nine, an
age when most men would be thinking of easing their pace and resting on
such laurels as they had managed to acquire, Comfort announced that he had
accepted a new position. Against the advice and entreaties of his wife, friends,
colleagues, and students, he had decided to leave Syracuse in order to found,
at a handsome salary, a college of fine arts in Texas. The college was to be the
cultural cornerstone of a new port city to be built at LaPorte, near Houston,
by private interests. It was doubtless in his mind that there would be money
enough at LaPorte - it had been promised - to provide what Syracuse's
painfully limited resources had never allowed in the way of a teaching
museum, visiting professorships, and time and money for travel, and he may
also have thought that the establishing of a center for the arts in the South,
culturally the least developed region of the nation, would be a fitting capstone to
his career. Too, his salary would at last allow him to build at least a small estate
1 sGeorge Fisk Comfort; Address . .. at the Opening of the WolffLeavenworth Collec-
tion ofEngravings, Syracuse, New York: Currier Printing Co., 1890.
16The engravings were collected by Dr. Heinrich Wolff (1793-1875), professor of
medicine at the University of Bonn, Germany, and were acquired in 1889 by Mrs.
Harriet Leavenworth of Syracuse to be presented to Syracuse University in memory of
her late husband Elias Warner Leavenworth. For a catalog of the collection see
Gabriele Erika Kopbauer, "Wolff-Leavenworth Collection," M.A. Thesis, Syracuse
University, 1965.
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for his wife and two sons. And so he divided the academic year 1892-93
between his duties at Syracuse and his planning for the Southern College of
Fine Arts and then in 1893, moved to Texas. But late in 1893 the
development bubble burst, the grandiose plan for the development of LaPorte
evaporated, and by July 1894 the Southern College of Fine Arts which had
never assembled a faculty or enrolled students, died without ever really
having been born. Its Dean was without a job; his former position at Syracuse
University had been fIlled. The savings which he had invested in the LaPorte
scheme had evaporated with the rest and so, in 1894, began long years of
genteel poverty, heartbreak, and ignominy.
After the Comforts returned to Syracuse, they declared bankruptcy
with debts of $4,345. They took rooms at the Empire House, a hotel at the
corner of North Salina and Genesee Streets. Their income between 1895 and
1900 consisted of what little their son Ralph, in New York, was able to
squeeze out of his earnings as a beginning architect and what few fees Anna
The Comfort family in Venice. From Syracuse University Archives.
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Comfort was able to collect as, after many years, she resumed a limited
medical practice. Deprived of their home, their standing in the community,
and support of old friends, they were virtually destitute and very nearly
outcasts from the University community where the former Dean's return to
the Syrcause locale seems to have been viewed as a local embarassment. The
terms of bankruptcy deprived the old scholar of even his books, the most
steadfast of his friends. He wrote to his son,
My Dear Ralph:
Today has been a field day with me - with my emotions. I
have surrendered my library, though it has gone hard with
my feelings. I somehow had hoped to keep it ... but I have
given it up, and with a good deal of heart sorrow. My
intellectual life for over thirty years was locked up with
that library. I bought the books here and there, in Europe
and in America, when I was a young man and when an
older man. I have used them in writing my books and in
getting up my lectures. It was ... hard to give it up, but it
is done and my mind is calm. Let it go! 17
Comfort hoped that he might be invited to return to the Syracuse
faculty, either as a professor of modern languages or, when his successor as
Dean of the College of Fine Arts, Dr. Leroy Vernon, died suddenly in 1896,
as Dean once more. But nothing of the sort happened. The new Chancellor,
James Roscoe Day, and Comfort exchanged cordial letters, but kept their
distance and it soon became clear that Day was seeking men much younger
than Comfort for his faculty. Inquiries to other universities brought no
encouraging responses. His age and the local disdain for the folly of his Texas
venture effectively walled him off from participation in the academic life
which had sustained him for all of his adult years and which was, in fact, the
only life he knew. Then, following Commencement in June 1896, when new
appointments went to younger men and it was clear that what little hope he
had for a return to the University was ill-founded, he wrote to his son Ralph
that he at last saw an opening in the city. Ralph asked what it might be and
received the following reply:
My Dear Ralph:
First of all I will speak of what "opening" may occur for
me here. I intend trying to cut a hole in a wall and thus to
create an opening. That is to say, I am thinking of starting a
movement for founding an Art Museum here, similar to the
Metropolitan Art Museum in New York, with myself as its
head or "Director.,,18
1 7Comfort to Ralph M. Comfort, February 29, 1896, Comfort Family Papers.
III Comfort to Ralph M. Comfort, June 10, 1896, Comfort Family Papers.
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This is precisely what came to be though the progress was painfully
slow with four years passing between Comfort's organizational meetings of
1896, and the actual opening of the Museum, housed on the second floor of
the new Onondaga County Savings Bank Building on Salina Street, on
November 20, 1900.
For ten years Comfort mounted a series of diversified exhibitions,
remarkable in content in view of the meager resources available to him. The
annual winter shows always included a few borrowed old masters - Van
Dyck, Rembrandt, Poussin, and Tiepolo were represented - as well as a broad
range of British and American painters of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, from Hogarth through West and Copley to Turner, Inness, and
Homer. In the spring of 1906 there were, successively, shows of Eskimo
carvings, the efforts of art students from grade school through university
levels, and the history of photography including recent work of central New
York photographers and engravers -- this last when Alfred Stieglitz's
Photo-Secession was still struggling to gain popular acceptance of photo-
graphy as an art. In 1907 the museum featured as its summer exhibit forty
paintings by the American artist Eastman Johnson from the collection of
William B. Cogswell of East Syracuse. The Central New York Society of
Artists, which Comfort had organized in 190 I, had periodic showings.
Museum attendance rose from a very healthy 40,000 in 1901 to over 70,000
by 1907.
By any measure he was an energetic and innovative director and that he
succeeded in making the museum work should have surprised no one who
knew his talent for getting things moving. Frank Smalley, one of Comfort's
pupils in 1872-74 and later Dean of the College of Liberal Arts at Syracuse,
wrote in 1904, "He is the best and most resourceful organizer I ever
knew .... "19 Yet for all of his clearly evident accomplishments with the
museum he was paid scarcely a subsistence salary - the entire museum was
desperately underfunded. He cast covetous glances at vacant directorships of
museums in Boston, Worcester, and even at the Metropolitan, but in vain.
When in 1906 the museum relocated to the newly built Syracuse Public
Library on Montgomery Street, the second floor of which had been planned
as a home for the museum, Comfort at age seventy-three must have known
that his chances for yet another career were hopelessly thin.
In January 1910, he received an invitation to attend a meeting in New
York marking the Metropolitan's fortieth anniversary. He gladly accepted and
then, as the sole living founder of the museum, he volunteered to give a little
talk at the meeting about the beginnings of the instituti'on. The Metropolitan
responded that the talk would be welcome and encouraged him to consider
writing a fuller memoir at a later date. On February 21 he gave his talk,
19 Smalley to J.P. Morgan as President of the Board of Trustees, Metropolitan Museum
of Art, December 5, 1904, Comfort Family Papers.
14
Dr. Comfort in the Museum of Fine Arts, Syracuse, shortly after the opening of the
Museum. From Syracuse University Archives.
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smartly garbed (he had written to Ralph for money for a new suit of clothes,
"from overcoat to my skin!").20 We have already heard his anecdote about
Tweed and Sweeny. Now his ripe age became an advantage of sorts as the
assembled trustees and friends of the Metropolitan showered him with respect
and plied him for anecdotes of the museum's early days and his own long
struggle to broaden and deepen an understanding of the arts in America.
After his talk, he and his wife stayed on with their son in suburban New
Jersey while he visited galleries in New York to arrange loans of paintings for
the next season's exhibitions at his own museum. If during these weeks he
made a beginning on a written history of the early days of the Metropolitan,
there is no record of it. On May 5th he died without having returned to
Syracuse.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The Comfort Family Papers consist of correspondence, day-books,
publications, clippings, photographs,and other material related to four
generations of Comforts. Dean George Fisk Comfort's grandfather, the farmer
John Comfort (1776-1850), and father, the Reverend Silas Comfort
(1803-1868), are represented as is his son, the architect Ralph Manning
Comfort (1872-1954) who assembled the collection and arranged for its
presentation to Syracuse University. The collection as a whole documents in
one family much of the range of the unending social change which
characterized American life during the lifetimes of those represented in the
collection. The heart of the collection consists of Dean Comfort's letters and
other manuscripts relating to him, and the papers of his wife, Anna Manning
Comfort (1845-1931).
2 °Comfort to Ralph M. Comfort, February 1, 1910, Comfort Family Papers.
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The Libellus ofTelesphorus and the
Decretals ofGregory IX
by Kenneth Pennington
Syracuse University's manuscript collection of medieval and early
modern manuscripts is, like the Bibliotheque Nationale's, for the most part
uncataloged. But the collection is very exciting, and it will yield much
information when it is finally made available to the scholarly community.
Unlike many European manuscript collections in American libraries, most of
Syracuse's manuscripts were not obtained in a haphazard fashion. Libraries
usually receive manuscripts from friends and patrons (libraries can hardly
afford to buy them out of their regular budgets); consequently, the scope and
contents of the collection normally reflect a lack of unity or purpose. Most
of Syracuse's medieval and early modern manuscripts were collected by the
great Leopold von Ranke for a specific project; Ranke planned to write a
monumental history of the Republic of Venice, and he scoured Italy for
books and manuscripts to provide the raw material for his work.
At the core of the collection are approximately 100-125 Relazioni
(despatches) of Venetian ambassadors which were written in the period from
1500 to 1800. A substantial number of these Relazioni have never been
printed, and they constitute one of the largest (if not the largest) collections in
the United States of original manuscript material for the political and
diplomatic history of early modern Italy. Ranke also collected a large and
varied series of texts from many different sources. Although they do not have
the unity of the Relazioni, they are perhaps even more important because
many of them are not available in printed sources, and some may even be
unique manuscript copies. Their range is enormous. Ranke MS 385 is a
history of the Abyssinian people written by a Roman cardinal in the
seventeenth century. Ranke MS 275 contains Andrea Nicoletti's life of Pope
Urban VIII (1623-1644), the most important contemporary view of Urban.
Ranke MS 280-285 is a description of papal government in the papal states in
the year 1586, while Ranke MS 92 is a Latin manuscript which contains
excerpts from the episcopal registers of Florence to 1386 and archival
documents from the metropolitan library in Florence (dating from
724-1464). This manuscript is especially important because it was copied by
the famous seventeenth-century antiquarian Carlo Strozzi.
Dr. Pennington is an Assistant Professor in the Department of History at
Syracuse University.
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Ranke also gathered together an outstanding collection of early modern
chronicles, most of which have never appeared in printed editions. Among
these are Daniel Barbaro's History of Venice to 1413 (Ranke MS 47),
Agostino Agostini's History of Venice to 1570 (Ranke MS 41), Giovani
Giacomo Caroldo's History of Venice to 1382 (Ranke MS 62), Nicolo
Contarini's History of Venice to 1597 (Ranke MS 26), and an anonymous,
unpublished life of Savanarola (Ranke MS 43). Antonio Milledone's History
of the Council of Trent - a work upon which Paolo Sarpi based his history -
also has never been published even though Ranke called Milledone "a
contemporary and well-informed author" (Ranke MS 275). Finally, we
possess Bartolommeo Cerretani's History of Florence which has been only
partially edited (Ranke MS 96). Obviously, the collection is a gold mine for
the historian of early modern Italy.
The first one hundred bound Ranke manuscripts were described in the
early fifties, and the results were published by the Syracuse University"
Library. This brief checklist illustrates quite well the difficulties of dealing
with manuscript materials. A scholar who must use a particular manuscript is
entirely dependent on the catalog to provide him with information about its
content. Further, each manuscript is sui generis - that is, a description must
inform the scholar about a manuscript's unique features. There are three basic
pieces of information which must be garnered from each text to make it
useful: the identity of the author and his dates, the title and contents of the
work (with incipits and explicits), and an indication of whether the text is
available in print with pertinent bibliographical information. Unfortunately,
the Syracuse checklist never fulfills all three criteria and is almost valueless to
any scholar who is not in Syracuse to check his hunches about a certain text.
The challenge of the future for the library is great. The entire Ranke
manuscript must be cataloged, and the information passed on to the scholarly
world; the manuscripts have slumbered too long!
Two Latin medieval manuscripts demonstrate the promise and
importance of the Syracuse collection. One is a Ranke manuscript which has
remained unknown to scholars since Ranke acquired it in the nineteenth
century, and the second is a legal text which was given to Syracuse in 1966
by John M. Crawford, Jr. The latter is one of eleven medieval manuscripts
(four uncataloged) which are not part of the Ranke Collection and were
added later by various benefactors.
Ranke MS 90 is a parchment manuscript which was probably written in
the last decade of the fourteenth century. It contains a work by a Franciscan
hermit, Telesphorus of Cosenza, which has been given the title Libel/us
fratris Telefori Telesphorus was a follower of the twelfth-century prophet
Joachim of Fiore (ca. 1135-1202). Joachim was not a figure of controversy
during his lifetime, but after his death his writings and prophecies had an
enormous impact on radical religious groups, particularly the spiritual
Franciscans. Medieval men reacted differently to Joachim's writings. Pope
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Innocent III condemned Joachim's teaching on the trinity in 1215, but Dante
placed him in Paradiso. However, his influence was not confined to the
Middle Ages, and in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries his views
generated as much excitement as they had in the thirteenth. He still intrigues
scholars today; in 1969 Marjorie Reeves published a major book on Joachim
and his successors.
Joachim made his greatest impact as a prophet, and his peculiar
apocalyptic visions have an eery modern ring (a la the visions of Charlie
Reich!). Joachim claimed that the world was destined to go through three
ages which corresponded to the three persons of the trinity. The age of the
Father was the period of history up to the birth of Christ; the age of the Son
began with the birth of Christ and had lasted until Joachim's own lifetime.
The age of the Spirit, predicted Joachim, was yet to come and was to be
marked by liberty, revelation and contemplation. The leaders of this new age
would be holy monks. But before the third age could begin, Joachim said that
the world must endure frightful tribulations. An Antichrist would appear who
would shake Christendom to its core. Although Joachim had forecast the
beginning of the third age in the middle of the thirteenth century, his
followers were not completely disheartened at their prophet's lack of
clairvoyance. A prophet who foretold such a colorful, apocalyptic future
world was hard to set aside for merely suffering from human error.
Later followers of Joachim loved to dwell on the period of chaos which
was to usher in the new age. Naturally, the more politically minded of them
were fond of seeing the anticipated Antichrist in one of the contemporary
monarchs or popes. In the early fourteenth century, Peter Olivi predicted that
a pope at Rome would be the long-awaited Antichrist whose coming would
bring the third age. By the pontificate of Pope John XXII (1316-1334), some
of the spiritual Franciscans believed that John himself was the Antichrist.
Such ideas were not popular in the papal curia.
In the middle of the fourteenth century, men were enthusiastically
predicting the coming of an Antichrist in the person of a German Emperor,
and an Antipope who would be the 'Beast of the Land.' Some, however,
foresaw a victory for Christianity which would result from an alliance
between the Catholic Kings of France and a new pope, appropriately dubbed
the Angelic Pastor. When the Great Schism began in 1378 with one pope
residing in France and the other at Rome, many believed that the apocalyptic
final hours of the second age were at hand. It is at this moment that
Telesphorus wrote his Libellus on the "present schism and tribulations as well
as the future age to come."
On Easter Sunday, 1386, Telesphorus had a vision which told him to
seek out the prophecies of Joachim and others about the Schism. He and his
friend, Eusebius of Vercelli, went to Calabria to search for prophetical books.
There they found not only Joachim's works, but Merlin the Magician's as
well. Armed with the knowledge, Telesphorus wrote the work which is still
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An illustration from Ranke Manuscript No. 90, the Libellus of Telesphorous, titled "The Angelic Pope is led from his cell to be condemned."
Part of a cycle of illustrations portraying the tribulations of the Angelic Pope. from the George Arents Research Library.
preserved in Ranke MS 90. The central prophecy of Telesphorus' Libellus is
that a German tyrant named Frederick III and a German Antipope will
become locked in mortal combat with the forces of good: a French king
named Charles and the true pope. Naturally, Telesphorus thought that good
would win out over evil and that afterwards, Charles and the true pope would
reform the Church, reconquer the Holy Land and bring in the millennium.
The third age would then begin.
The manuscript of Telesphorus' work in the Arents collection was
written in 1391. The caption of the p~efatory letter states "Here is the letter
or preface to the book of Brother Telesphorus to Antonio, duke of Genoa,
which he wrote concerning the present schism, that is now in the year of Our
Lord 1391 and has lasted almost thirteen years since the election of Our Lord
Pope Clement VII." There is one older manuscript (1387) in Rome, and since
this work has never been completely edited, the Ranke manuscript will be
extremely important to the scholar who undertakes the task.
Telesphorus' Libellus had a great impact on the intellectual history of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Evidence of this can be gathered from
the manuscripts which are still extant. Of the thirty-one complete
manuscripts, only three date from the fourteenth century. Most of the others
were written in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth centuries. The Libellus
was even translated in German and French. Partial printed editions appeared
in Venice 1516, Paris and Lyon 1572.
There is one interesting footnote to this manuscript. In the nineteenth
century, the seminar library of the University of Padua possessed a copy of
this work which was illustrated. It has since disappeared. Wiedemann, Ranke's
amanuensis, believed that Ranke's good friend, Professor Francesco Fran-
cesconi of Padua was influential in helping Ranke obtain many of his
manuscripts. Perhaps Francesconi's generosity extended into his own library
although there is not any evidence that the Ranke manuscript and the Paduan
are one and the same.
The second manuscript is far less exotic, although more valuable.
Syracuse University MS 1 is the oldest manuscript we have, and, as mentioned
earlier, was given to Syracuse by John M. Crawford. Crawford is a collector,
patron of the arts, and donor of several important medieval and early-modern
manuscripts and books to the Syracuse University Library. In recognition of
his distinguished service to the university, Syracuse awarded him an honorary
doctorate in 1967. His most significant contribution to the library is now
listed as Syracuse University MS 1 which contains four works of thirteenth-
century canon (ecclesiastical) law: the Decretals of Pope Gregory IX with the
Ordinary Gloss of Bernardus Parmensis and the Novella of Pope Innocent IV
with the gloss of Bernardus Compostellanus Junior.
The manuscript is a large, magnificent volume measuring 30 cm. by 47
cm, written in the late thirteenth century, probably at the famous law school
in Bologna. A decretal letter of Pope Nicholas III, dated 1278, was added by
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a later scribe as the flyleaf of the manuscript, and probably the main text was
written sometime before this date. The text is lavisWy illustrated. Five
miniatures adorn the beginning of each of the law books; and there are
numerous gold, red, green and blue initials. The appearance of the manuscript
is typical of legal manuscripts throughout the Middle Ages; in fact the same
format was used by the early printers of standard legal texts (see illustration).
The middle of each folio has two columns of forty-three lines each which
contain the laws themselves. The beginning of each law is indicated by a large,
often elaborate, initial. The scribe left large margins around the text to
accommodate the gloss (commentary) which was added after the main text
had been finished. In order to understand the importance of this manuscript,
however, it is necessary to give a brief sketch of legal history in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries.
In the period between the fall of the Roman Empire in the West and
the eleventh century, the study of law had almost entirely disappeared in
Western Europe. But with the economic, demographic and intellectual
developments which marked the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, law
once more became an academic discipline. We know very little about this
legal revival except that it centered on the texts of Roman law which had
been codified under the direction of the sixth century Roman Emperor
Justinian (Corpus iuris civilis). The early study of law was confined to the
northern Italian peninsula where social and economic factors favored
intellectual activity. The rest of Europe remained far behind the Italians;
indeed, the Italian law schools dominated the study of law for the rest of the
Middle Ages.
The most famous law school in Italy, the Harvard of medieval Europe,
was Bologna, and it was here that the father of medieval law, Irnerius, began
to explicate the difficulties of Roman Law. Irnerius' successors continued
teaching at Bologna, and by the second half of the twelfth century, the
Bolognese students had incorporated themselves to become the first of the
modern European universities.
Canon law, or church law, played an even more important role in the
intellectual history of Europe than did Roman law. Roman law prOVided
lawyers with an intellectual framework - written reason they called it - but
Roman law remained an academic discipline. As lawyers who were trained in
Roman law began to practice, they often attempted to use "written reason"
to change or supplement customary law, but Roman law was not fired in the
crucible of the courtroom nor tempered by the hand of a legislator. The
corpus of Roman law remained unchanged - perhaps the worst fate that can
befall a legal system. Although Roman law did not change, it did not die.
Because of both the sophistication of the system and the prestige of the
Roman name, Roman law continued to lead a "ghost's life" until the
nineteenth century. Even today most European law schools still offer a
degree in Roman law.
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Portion of a page from Syracuse University Manuscript No.1, The Decretals of
Gregory IX. Illustration at the beginning of Book IV, "Concerning Matrimony,"
depicting a wedding with the pope officiating. From the George Arents Research
Library.
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Canon law also began its life in Bologna, but the canon lawyers had
many disadvantages to overcome in comparison to Roman counterparts. The
Corpus iuris civilis of Justinian had been immediately accepted as the
standard text of Roman law. In contrast, up until the middle of the twelfth
century, the papacy had never promulgated an official corpus of canon law.
Even though the papacy had become a pan-European institution (legally
speaking) ever since the great reform movement of the eleventh century, its
law remained very primi tive. Although a number of canonical legal collections
had been made in earlier centuries, their value was strictly limited, and their
organization was chaotic. A churchman in the early twelfth century had an
arduous task in solving even the most elementary problems of law. He was
often faced with a plethora of texts which often conflicted with one another.
An example of this problem is the plight of a girl who had been raped
and wanted to marry t~e offender - not an uncommon occurrence in the
early twelfth century! The ecclesiastical judge who had to decide such a case
had to choose among the several influential but contrary texts. St. Jerome
had declared that such a marriage could be arranged, but a church council
held at Aachen had decreed that the marriage was invalid. How were such
conflicts to be resolved? This was the problem which had been posed for
twelfth-century men.
The solution to this problem occurred in the mid-twelfth century. In
ca. 1140 a Bolognese monk named Gratian compiled an unofficial collection
of texts which he entitled a Concordia discordantium canonum (a concor-
dance of discordant canons, later known as the Decretum.) As the title
implied, this collection of law was no mere compilation; rather it was an
attempt to reconcile the ambiguities and conflicts that plagued earlier canon
law texts. Gratian forged these unwieldy texts into a harmonious whole
through the Sic et Non method which had been created by the brilliant
French thinker, Abelard. Surprisingly quickly, Gratian's collection was
accepted as the standard text of canon law.
Gratian put the study of canon law on a scientific basis. Soon, as the
canonists began to imitate the activities of the Roman lawyers at Bologna,
Gratian's Decretum was being taught, explicated, and glossed. Fortunately,
the manuscript texts of many of these glosses are still extant. The first summa
on the Decretum was written by Paucapalea. Within forty years, Rufinus,
Johannes Faventinus, Stephen of Tournai, Rolandus Bandinelli (Pope
Alexander III), Sicardus of Cremona, and others, many of whom are
anonymous, wrote apparatus, glosses and summae to the Decretum. Finally,
about 1190, the greatest canonist of the twelfth century, Huguccio of Pisa,
wrote a summa on the Decretum which was the culmination of a half
century's activity. But, at the time when Huguccio finished his Summa, it was
already clear that legislation subsequent to the Decretum had either changed
the law or opened new areas.
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Using Gratian's Decretum as their basic text, canonists were able to
bring the study of canon law out of the realm of speculation and ignorance,
and into the schools and courtrooms. However, at the same time the papacy
began to flood Europe with an unending deluge of new legislation in the form
of privileges, rescripts, and decretals. Some of this new legislation changed the
old law as contained in Gratian's Decretum, while other decretals contravened
the old law, but only in special cases. Further, the Third Lateran Council of
1179 created a new body of legislation which had to be incorporated into
ecclesiastical law. Almost immediately after Gratian's Decretum had been
generally accepted, the canonists continued to compile new collections of
decretals. Some of the collections contained pre-Gratian material, but the
majority of the decretals were from post-Gratian legislation which had
emanated from the papal curia. Often the canonists added these small
decretal collections to the end of Decretufn: manuscripts.
Then beginning in 1191 and ending finally in 1234, canonists compiled
a number of private collections of papal decretal letters which were accepted
as being authoritative by the law school at Bologna. However, the papacy
soon took a hand in organizing its own legal system, and, in 1208, Pope
Innocent III (1198-1216) ordered the first official collection of his own
legislation. This trend culminated in 1234 when Pope Gregory IX (1227-
1241) enlisted Raymond de Pennafort to fashion a collection which
would supersede all earlier collections except Gratian'sDecretum. Raymond's
Decretals of Gregory IX (which contained decretal letters of many earlier
popes) was commonly called the Liber extra because it was the book "outside
of' (extra) Gratian's Decretum And it is this huge collection which we have
on fo1. 13f.263V of Syracuse University MS 1. The manuscript also contains
the commentary of Bernardus Parmensis (ca. 1260) on the Decretals which
became the Ordinary Gloss - i.e. the gloss which was normally used both in
the schools and courts. Under the ever increasing pressures of a changing legal
system as well as a changing society, Pope Innocent IV issued a series of papal
decretal collections which ended with a third collection (Novella) in 1253.
This collection contained some of Innocent's constitutions which he had
promulgated at the Council of Lyon and other of his decretal letters. A short
time later, Bernardus Comp ostellanus Junior provided the new collection
with a commentary. Innocent IV's Novella and Bernardus' gloss occupy fo1.
2r-12v of Syracuse University MS 1. From a scholarly point of view, these last
works are invaluable, for the manuscript in the Arents Library is the only
copy of these two works outside of Europe.
Syracuse's lavish manuscript reflects the growing sophistication of legal
studies, and the economic success which lawyers were having. The text is far
more ornate than that of a normal medieval manuscript, and there are many
additional glosses added to the margins in later centuries which reflect
changing legal opinions. Indeed, perhaps Dante had such a manuscript in
mind when he wrote in Canto X of Paradiso:
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For this reason [money] the Gospels and great
Doctors are left aside, and only the
Decretals are studied, as is shown by
their well worn margins.
To this the pope and cardinals attend; their
thoughts do not extend to Nazareth where
Gabriel spread his wings.
Dante, for one, was not fond of lawyers and their craft; a crusade had much
more appeal to him.
But these two medieval manuscripts are only part of Syracuse's
collection. Thanks to the original gift of the Ranke library by Dr. and Mrs.
John Reid, Syracuse possesses the finest collection of early modern Italian
manuscripts in North America - perhaps outside of Italy. And at today's
prices, those manuscripts represent the most valuable collection the library
owns. In a poignant way, they are a memorial to Ranke himself. They reflect
his scholarship and his wide-ranging interests, and he referred to them time
and time again in his many works. It has been a long time since any scholar
has cited a Ranke manuscript in a footnote, but I hope that lamentable
situation will soon end. Medieval men believed that the phoenix regenerated
itself from its own ashes; fortunately Ranke's manuscripts are not yet ashes -
merely covered with dust. A miracle will not be required to bring Ranke's
manuscripts to life again.
CORRECTION
We regret an error in the printing of "The Lost Voice of
Criticism" by Hilton Kramer in the Summer 1973 issue of The
Courier.
The three final paragraphs of the article, as they appear on
pages 33 and 34, are misplaced and belong chronologically be-
tween the third and fourth paragraphs on page 32.
We apologize to Mr. Kramer for this unfortunate trans-
position.
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Lord Byron at the Armenian Monastery
on San Lazzaro
by Arpena Mesrobian
George Gordon, Lord Byron, arrived in Venice on November 11, 1816,
a bitter and unhappy man at age 28. He had left England on April 24 in a
cloud of controversy and scandal attending the breakup of his short-lived and
unsatisfactory marriage. After sampling society in Brussels and Cologne, he
visited in Switzerland with his friend Shelley, Mary Godwin (who later
became Shelley's wife), and Mary's step-sister, Clara Mary Jane Clairmont
(thereby refueling the fires of English gossip). Although obliging Clara's
passion for him, Byron soon tired of her importunate adoration and left for
Italy in October.
Immediately after installing himself and his attendants in an apartment
in Venice, the young poet sought solace and diversion, finding both in
congenial social life and in what became an over-lapping series of ardent love
affairs, all well known to the more tolerant Venetians. Eager, too, for mental
exercise to distract him from his painful memories, Byron, with characteristic
vigor, plunged into the study of the Armenian language.
Byron's brief Armenian episode and his association with the Armenian
monks of the Mekhitarist Order on the island of San Lazzaro near Venice
may be traced in an unusually large collection of books on Byron,
constituting an important segment of John S. Mayfield's library of more than
50,000 rare books and manuscripts, housed in the Syracuse University
Library. The Mayfield collection includes several rare volumes relating
specifically to this experience.
The Armenian monastery on the island of San Lazzaro was established
in 1717 by the founder of the Catholic order, Abbot Peter Mekhitar. About
fifteen monks now reside at the convent. The order operates a school,
maintains a press, and preserves numerous treasured manuscripts and relics.
With pride, the monks display the small room Lord Byron used as his study,
directing particular attention to the book in which he entered his name for
the first time as a visitor on November 27, 1816 and his autograph in
Armenian characters.
Byron loved Venice. He wrote to his publisher, John Murray, on
November 25, 1816, "Venice pleases me as much as I expected, and I
expected much. It is one of those places which I know before I see them, and
Mrs. Mesrobian is Associate Director and Editor of Syracuse University Press
and a member of the Editorial Board of The Courier.
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The Mechitarist Monastery of San Lazzaro, Venice. All photographs accompanying this article are reproduced by courtesy of the author.
has always haunted me the most after the East." 1 Byron had made an
extensive tour of Greece and Turkey in 1809 and 1810, and the impressions
gained at that time were never forgotten.
Another letter to Murray on December 4 announced:
I wrote to you at some length last week; so that I have very
little to add, except that I have begun, and am proceeding in, a
study of the Armenian language, which I acquire, as well as I can,
at the Armenian convent, where I go every day to take lessons of
a learned Friar, and have gaine.d some singular and not useless
information with regard to the literature and customs of that
oriental people. They have an establishment here - a church and
convent of ninety monks, very learned and accomplished men,
some of them. They have also a press, and make great efforts for
the enlightening of their nation. I find the language (which is
twin, the literal and the vulgar) difficult, but not invincible (at
least I hope not). I shall go on. I found it necessary to twist my
mind round some severer study; and this, as being the hardest I
could devise here, will be a file for the serpent. 2
The literal or classical form prevailed as the Armenian literary language
until the vernacular, used in journalistic and popular writing, gradually
displaced it during the latter half of the nineteenth century. The "learned
Friar" who directed Byron's study was Father Paschal Aucher, librarian of
the convent. His translation. of Milton's Paradise Lost into Armenian con-
tributed to the development of a classical movement in nineteenth-century
Armenian literature. Father Aucher later recalled Byron as "a young man
quick, sociable, with burning eyes."
To his friend Thomas Moore, Byron wrote on December S, "By way of
divertisement, I am studying daily, at an Armenian monastery, the Armenian
language. I found that my mind wanted something craggy to break
upon...."3
As the days passed, Byron became more and more enraptured with his
lovely Marianna with the eyes of an antelope and with his Armenian studies.
A letter dated December 17 to his friend Douglas Kinnaird and successive
letters on December 18 and 19 to his half-sister, Augusta Leigh, mention his
daily visits to the convent. Byron explained his enthusiasm to Augusta:
" ... if you ask me my reason for studying this out of the way language - I
can only answer that it is Oriental and difficult, and employs me - which are
1 Rowland E. Prothero, ed., The Works of Lord Byron: Letters and Journals, revised
edition, 6 vols. (London: John Murray, Albemarle Street; New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1901),4: 14.
2 Ibid., 18.
3 Ibid., 9
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- as you know my Eastern and difficult way of thinking - reasons
sufficient. ,,4
After only a few weeks of study, Byron was able to write to his friend,
John Cam Hobhouse, on December 19:
My Armenian lectures still continue. I have about mastered
thirty of the thirty-eight cursed scratches of Mesrob, the maker of
alphabets,S and some words of one syllable. My lessons are in the
Psalms - and Father Pasqual is a very attentive preceptor.
By way of requital for his instructions (as I could not offer
sordid money to these friars), I have taken upon me the expenses
of his Armenian and English grammar, which is now printing. It
costs but a thousand francs to print five hundred copies, and
being the first published in these joint languages, I think "I do the
state some service...."6
Byron also took on some editing chores. His letter of December 24 to
Moore stated, "In the mornings I go over in my gondola to babble Armenian
with the friars of the convent of St. Lazarus, and to help one of them in
correcting the English of an English and Armenian grammar which he is
publishing...."7
He informed Murray in his letter of December 27:
I am going on with my Armenian studies in a morning, and
assisting and stimulating in the English portion of an English and
Armenian grammar, now publishing at the convent of St. Lazarus.
The Superior of the Friars is a bishop, and a fine old fellow,
with the beard of a meteor. My spiritual preceptor, pastor and
master, Father Paschal, is also a learned and pious soul: he was
two ye:,us in England. 8
Over the course of the next few weeks, Byron's daily routine became
familiar to the Venetians. Once he received an unsigned note offering to meet
him either in gondola, or at the island of San Lazzaro, or at any other
rendezvous. The lovely but fiery Marianna quickly put an end to this threat
to her position as Byron's favored mistress.
4 Peter Quennell, ed., Byron, a Self Portrait: Letters and Diaries, 2 vols. (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950), 2: 376.
S Although Armenia had a rich oral tradition, no written literature existed until St.
Mesrob invented the alphabet early in the. fifth century; the golden age of Armenian
letters followed immediately. According to Armenian tradition, St. Mesrob also
designed the characters for the Georgian and Albanian (ancient Alan) languages.
6 John Murray, ed., Lord Byron's Correspondence: Chiefly with Lady Melbourne, Mr.
Hobhouse, the Hon. Douglas Kinnaird, and P.B. Shelley, 2vols. (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1922), 2: 26.
7 Prothero, 4: 26.
II Ibid., 36.
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Byron soon became sufficiently adept to translate (probably during
January-February, 1817) several passages from the classical Armenian into
English, with perhaps more help from the kindly Father Aucher than has
been acknowledged. The results of his diligence, Lord Byron's Armenian
Exercises and Poetry, were published by the Mekhitarist press in 1870. A
small-format volume (3*" x 6"), the book contains 167 numbered pages, plus
"Index" (contents) at the back. The Mayfield collection contains two copies
of the first edition, one each in cloth and paper bindings.
For translation Lord Byron sel~cted passages from the sixth-century
Armenian historian, Moses of Chorene, a portion of "A Synodical Discourse
by St. Nierses of Lampron," twelfth-century Armenian theologian and
renowned orator, and two selections from the Armenian apocrypha, "The
Epistle of the Corinthians to St. Paul the Apostle" and "Epistle of Paul to the
Corinthians." The translations and portions of some of Byron's letters
concerning his Armenian studies are printed in English and Armenian, on
facing pages. The book also includes some of Byron's poems in Armenian
translation only.
Evidently the grammar progressed rapidly, because Byron's letter to
Murray of January 2, 1817 announced:
In another sheet, I send you some sheets of a grammar,
English and Armenian for the use of the Armenians, of which I
promoted, and indeed induced, the publication: (it cost me but a
thousand francs - French livres). I still pursue my lessons in the
language, without any rapid progress, but advancing a little daily.
Padre Paschal, with some little help from me, as translator of his
Italian into English, is also proceeding in an MS. Grammar of the
English acquisition of Armenian, which will be printed also, when
finished.
We want to know if there are any Armenian types or
letterpress in England - at Oxford, Cambridge, or elsewhere?
You know, I suppose, that, many years ago, the two Whistons
published in England an original text of a history of Armenia,
with their own Latin translation? Do those types still exist? and
where? Pray enquire among your learned acquaintance. 9
Prothero's footnote (p. 42) informs us of Murray's reply, dated January
22, 1817 (Memoir ofJohn Murray, vol. i, p. 371): "I forgot to mention above
that I have as yet ascertained only that there are no Armenian types at
Cambridge." Prothero also cites History of the Old English Letter Foundries
by Talbot Reed which states (p. 68): "In England the first Armenian types
were those presented by Dr. Fell to Oxford in 1667. In the prolegomena of
Walston's Polyglot, the alphabet there given had been cut in wood. In 1736
Caslon cut a neat Armenian (pica) for Whiston's edition of Moses
9 Ibid., 41.
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Chorenensis; and these two were the only founts in England before 1820." It
is interesting to note that the first book to be printed in Armenian characters
was produced in 1513 in Venice by Hagop, an Armenian printer.
Murray was a bookseller as well as a publisher, so Byron enterprisingly
proposed:
When this grammar (I mean the one now printing) is done,
will you have any objection to take 40 or fifty copies, which will
not cost in all above five or ten guineas, and try the curiosity of
the learned with a sale of them? Say yes or no, as you like. I can
assure you that they have some very curious books and MS.,
chiefly translations from Greek originals now lost. They are,
besides, a much respected and learned community, and the study
of their language was taken up with great ardour by some literary
Frenchmen in Buonaparte's time. l 0
Byron was in no mood to write poetry when he first arrived in Venice.
He wrote to Murray on January 2, 1817, "I have not done a stitch of poetry
since I left Switzerland, and have not, at present, the estro upon me."ll But
he must have resumed writing soon afterwards, because Manfred, started in
Switzerland, was finished in January, composed - according to monastery
tradition - under a grove of olive trees on San Lazzaro. A few months later,
Byron started work on the fourth canto of Chi/de Harold, portions of which
clearly reflect his imp ressions of this period in his life. The first part describes
Venice - its ancient glories, history, present decay - and in the eighth stanza,
Byron writes:
I've taught me other tongues - and in strange eyes
Have made me not a stranger; to the mind
Which is itself, no changes bring surprise; ...
The Carnival, a series of celebrations prior to the Lenten season, started
in early January, and from then until the middle of February, Byron
abandoned his nights to parties, entertainments, and merrymaking, while
continuing his daytime pursuits. By the cessation of the celebrations and the
beginning of Lent, Byron was exhausted and ill. He wrote to Murray on
March 3, 1817, "The Armenian Grammar is published; but my Armenian
studies are suspended for the present, till my head aches a little less."l2
Again to Murray on March 25, Byron wrote, "The Armenian Grammar is
published - that is, one. The other is still in MS. My illness has prevented me
from moving this month past, and I have done nothing more with the
Armenians."l3
The grammar for the use of English students was issued two years later.
Among Byron's papers was a fragment apparently intended as a preface, but
1 0 Ibid., 42.
11 Ibid., 43.
12 Ibid., 65.
1 3 Ibid., 86.
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The Library of Manuscripts at San Lazzaro. The manuscripts date from the eighth
century. The ceiling was painted by Tiepolo.
The Cloisters, San Lazzaro.
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presumably not used because it contained an attack on the Turkish
government. The monks maintained contact with the Armenian community
in Turkey and one assumes that they were anxious not to antagonize Turkish
officials, possibly fearing reprisals.
No preface nor mention of Byron's association with the publication of
the book appears in an edition issued in 1832. The title page of the copy in
the Mayfield collection identifies the book as "A Grammar, Armenian and
English by P. Paschal Aucher, D.D., printed at the Armenian press of St.
Lazarus, 1832." On the next right-hand leaf, under the heading
"Advertisement," appears the following statement:
The Author having published in 1819 the first Edition of
his Armenian Grammar for the use of English Students of that
language, is encouraged to republish it in a more correct and
complete form.
In the present Edition will be found some specimens of
Armenian Poetry, and some translations of Lord Byron from the
Armenian into English; and there are added, by way of exercise,
Extracts from the best Armenian writers. Some of which are
accompanied also with English translations.
Lord Byron's four translations may have appeared in print for the first time
in this grammar. The book is clothbound, 43/8" x 7", with 230 numbered
pages plus a one-page list of contents at the back.
As Byron waited for his fever to abate during that spring of 1817 in
Venice, other concerns displaced his interest in the Armenian monks. He
never resumed his Armenian studies, although his autobiographical tidbits
called "Detached Thoughts," written during 1821-22, expressed regret over
the opportunities he had lost to learn languages thoroughly. Travel, a
complicated love life, and renewed writing activities drew his attention
elsewhere. The monks did not forget him, however, and probably approached
him for a letter of recommendation which he wrote, in uncharacteristically
formal style, to Murray on June 8, 1817:
Dear Sir, - The present letter will be delivered to you by two
Armenian friars, on their way, by England, to Madras. They will
also convey some copies of the grammar, which I think you
agreed to take. If you can be of any use to them, either amongst
your naval or East Indian acquaintances, I hope you will so far
oblige me, as they and their order have been remarkably attentive
and friendly towards me since my arrival at Venice. Their names
are Father Sukias Somalian and Father Sarkis Theodorosian.
They speak Italian, and probably French, or a little English.
Repeating earnestly my recommendatory request, believe me,
Very truly yours,
Byron. 14
1 4 Ibid., 131.
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In a post script, Byron adds, "Perhaps you can help them to their passage, or
give or get them letters for India," but provides no information as to their
mission to India.
More than six months elapsed before the monks are mentioned again in
Byron's correspondence. Another appeal to Murray, written from Venice on
January 27, 1818, was also probably written on request of the monks, but
this time shows a much lighter mood:
Dear Sir, - My father - that. is, not God the Father, but my
father in God, my Armenian father, Padre Pasquali - in the name
of all the other fathers of our ~onvent, sends you the inclosed
greeting.
Inasmuch as it has pleased the translators of the long-lost
and lately-found portions of the text of Eusebius to put forth the
inclosed prospectus, of which I send six copies, you are hereby
implored to obtain Subscribers in the two Universities, and
among the learned, and the unlearned who would unlearn their
ignorance. - This they (the Convent) request, I request, and do
you request. 15
The reason for Byron's gay tone appears later in the same letter: "It is the
height of the Carnival, and I am in the estrum and agonies of a new
intrigue...."
The text to which Byron's letter refers is the Chronicle of Eusebius of
Caesarea, of which some portions exist only in Armenian translation from the
Greek original. Byron had once entertained thoughts of attempting the
translation of this work himself. He was also intrigued by an ancient
Armenian manuscript on the life of Alexander the Great which he found
among the treasures of the convent library.
By this time, however, Byron was thoroughly absorbed in other
matters. His active social and domestic life (even his old friends deplored his
dissipations during this period), as well as his many but lesser known
charities, demanded a constant and abundant supply of funds. A series of
short and rather brusque letters to Murray during early spring of 1818 were
almost entirely devoted to business.
An energetic letter writer himself, Byron was often irritated by
Murray's delays in responding. His letter of April 11, 1818 complains, "Why
have you not sent me an answer, and list of subscribers to the translation of
the Armenian Eusebius? of which I sent you six copies of the printed
prospectus (in French) two moons ago. Have you had the letter? - I shall
send you another; - you must not neglect my Armenians.,,16
He wrote to Murray from Ravenna on March 28, 1820, "I wish to know
15Ibid., 194.
16 Ibid., 221.
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what became of my two Epistles from St. Paul (translated from the Armenian
three years ago and more) ...?,,17
Writing again from ~avenna on October 9, 1821, he demanded testily,
"The Epistle of St. Paul, which I translated from the Armenian - for what
reason have you kept it back ...? Let me have a proof of that Epistle
directly...." 18
Thereafter, Byron's letters express no further interest in the monks and
in his various Armenian projects, with the exception of one startling letter
addressed to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, who had been Britisb Consul in
Venice since 1814. Writing from Genoa on February 27, 1823, Byron
instructed:
My Dear Hoppner, - We must take what we can get; but you will
tell Father Pasqual that he might have known that the value is
triple what he proposed, and that I did not think him a dishonest
man, when I printed at my own expence an Armenian Grammar
in 1816 - to oblige his Confraternity. You will take the best
price you can get (would an auction do?) and remit the amount
on my account to Messrs. Webb & Co., my bankers at Genoa, if
possible, without expence save postage.... The whole Sum at
present offered is 64 Sequins by the rogue of an Armenian.19
Byron was often generous, but his letters give ample evidence that he
could also be exceedingly tough-minded on the subject of money. He haggled
shamelessly with Murray over payment for his writings, argued with his
lawyers and with merchants during business negotiations, and took close
interest in the sale of his estate in England which he disposed of to ensure a
secure income. His biting remarks in this letter, therefore, may be charged in
part to his habitual sharp dealing and in part to his propensity for hyperbole.
Although the exact circumstances are not clear, previous letters to Hoppner
mention a supply of watches and telescopes which he had asked Hoppner to
have appraised and to dispose of. In his letter of January 28, 1821, he
described the watches as suitable only for the Levant market because of the
numerals. It is possible that Father Pasqual's unacceptable offer was for these
rnaterials.
During the few remaining months of his life, Byron probably gave little
further thought to the brief interlude on the peaceful island of San Lazzaro.
He now had a new cause - indeed, a mission - in the Greek independence
movement which he supported with all of his money, influence, and vitality
until his death at Missolonghi in 1824:
The Armenian monks never forgot him, however. As the years passed,
the ranks of the British curiosity-seekers who once traveled to Venice hoping
17 Ibid., 425.
III Prothero, 5: 391.
19Prothero, 6: 168.
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to catch a glimpse of the notorious and dissolute poet were increased by
visitors and tourists from allover the world. To answer their many questions,
the monastery produced numerous books, leaflets, and pamphlets in English
and various European languages. Two early pieces of this nature are in the
Mayfield collection.
Lord Byron and Father Paschal Aucher, His Teacher of the Armenian
Language (Venice, 1862), 5" x 7 1/4", clothbound, contains only two pages
of text and the portraits of Byron and his tutor.
The Island of San Lazzaro or The Armenian Monastery Near Venice by
Rd. Dr. J. Issaverdenz (Venice, 1879),,43/4" x 67/8", clothbound, contains
30 pages and is illustrated. A section describes Byron's Armenian study. The
copy in the Mayfield collection has blank interleaves.2 0
A copy of one of many Annenian editions of Byron's poetry is also in
the Mayfield collection. Chi/de Harold's Pilgrimage: Italy (Third edition,
Venice, 1889), 41/4" x 63/4', paperbound, contains 147 pages. The poem
appears in English and Armenian, on facing pages. An introduction of three
pages, in (classical) Annenian only, explains that the fourth canto has been
translated because it is about Italy and because one section sings of Venice
where Byron, a pilgrim, studied Armenian and wrote a part of this poem.
The translator, not identified in the book, was Father Leon Alishan,
one of the most distinguished poets and scholars of the Mekhitarist Order and
a leader in the romantic movement in Annenian literature. Father Allshan
had traveled to England in 1852. Business affairs kept him there for some time
and he seized the opportunity to improve his knowledge of English. After
translating some of Byron's lyric poems into classical Annenian, he proceeded
with the fourth canto. It first appeared in print in 1860 and a second edition
was issued in 1872.
Several other noted Armenian poets have translated Byron's poems into
Armenian. Widely read in the vernacular, Byron's romantic and lyric poetry
had a strong influence on Annenian writers of the late nineteenth century
and early years of the twentieth century. Driven from their homes by
persecution and oppression, perhaps the Annenian people understood the
expatriate Byron in a way that his own people could not. His memory re-
mains fresh on the island of San Lazzaro near his beloved Venice.
20 A paperbound copy in my personal library bears the 1879 date on its cover, but is
dated 1890 on the title page. It does not have blank interleaves.
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Edmund B. Chaffee and the
Labor Temple
by Dugald Chaffee
Edmund Bigelow Chaffee was born on a farm at Rose
Centre, Michigan, on February 19, 188Z In 1909 he received the
Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Michigan and
entered the University of Michigan Law School. In his first year
at law school, he decided to enter the ministry and in 1913, after
receiving his degree of Doctor of Jurisprudence, he entered
Hartford Theological Seminary. Two years later he went on to
Union Theological Seminary in New York City, graduating with
the degree ofBachelor ofDivinity in 1916.
Following his ordination into the ministry, Dr. Chaffee
became assistant pastor of the Greenwich Presbyterian Church in
New York. As an ardent pacifist, Chaffee, along with the church's
pastor who held similar ideas about war, became the center of a
controversy within the church during World War I, which resulted
in the resignation of both men from their offices in the church.
Dr. Chaffee joined the American Red Cross in Palestine,
returning home in 1920 by way of the Orient, where he observed
and studied social and economic conditions in India, China, Japan
and Korea. Also in that year, he married Florence Mearns, a Red
Cross associate in Palestine, and was named Associate Director of
the Labor Temple in New York City. In 1921, Dr. Chaffee was
named full director of the entire Labor Temple enterprise,
including the social settlement program, the school, and th~
American International Church, of which he was the pastor.
In 1936, Syracuse University conferred the degree of
Doctor ofDivinity on Dr. Chaffee. By that time he had purchased
a farm in New Hampshire where, with his wife and two children,
Margaret and Dugald, he could return from New York for brief
periods to the rural life ofhis boyhood.
On September 15, 1936, Dr. Chaffee was at St. Paul,
attending the Minnesota State Conference on Social Work. There
he died, just as he was beginning to address a dinner meeting.
The Edmund B. Chaffee Papers in the George Arents
Research Library were the gift of Mrs. Chaffee and her children.
The Reverend Mr. Chaffee is the Associate for Community Services of the
Metropolitan Church Board, Syracuse Area.
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The collection is extensive and includes correspondence, diaries,
manuscripts, notebooks, photographs and scrapbooks, providing
significant research material concerning Dr. Chaffee, the Labor
Temple, and many prominent personalities of the first third of
this century.
The following article by Dr. Chaffee's son combines a brief
account of Dr. Chaffee's Labor Temple years with his son's
remembrance ofhim as both man and father.
Edmund Bigelow Chaffee served a ministry that was tailored and
molded by New York City's Labor Temple. The Temple, the Temple School,
and the American International Church were, with the exception of four
years after seminary, the focus of his life and work. For although he did
many things across the years - among them, editing the Presbyterian Tribune
(an independent church magazine), writing a syndicated column for the
Scripps-Howard newspapers, lecturing to the intellectually sophisticated and
teaching the undergraduate and graduate generations - he did them all while
serving his first love. Above all else he was the Director of the Labor Temple
on Manhattan's Lower East Side and Pastor of the American International
Church housed in the same building. He was concerned about those "masses
of men and women who have to work for their living." His reputation and his
influence were keyed to his work. Here theory met practice. Here faith and
works came together.
Itwas 1910 when Charles Stelzle pursuaded the Board of Home Missions
ofthe Presbyterian Church to purchase the old and no longer used Fourteenth
Street Presbyterian Church on the corner of 14th Street and Second Avenue
in New York City. Stelzle had peen born on the lower East Side of New York.
He had been a machinist before entering the ministry and as a member of the
Machinists' Union he knew the problems that a rapidly industrialiZing society
was creating for workers. He felt that there was an almost total lack of under-
standing between industrial workers and the churches. He aimed to bridge the
gap and he did so by establishing a church-sponsored meeting ground where
workers could be comfortable and enjoy being present. Originally, he did not
intend to found a local parish - the neighborhood was probably overchurched
by normal standards - but rather to have a series of forums every night of the
week. Though there was opposition,! Stelzle got his project off the ground.
After three years he was succeeded by Jonathan C. Day. Day brought with
him an additional interest, the development of a social settlement program.
Along with Day came a young intellectual whose interest was primarily in the
educational process, Will Durant. Durant became the head of the Temple
School. As the institution grew and the program was enlarged, the people of
the neighborhood felt that they did indeed have a friend in Labor Temple. In
1 At one point the opposition was so severe that Theodore Roosevelt was called to give
his blessing to the enterprise.
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Edmund B. Chaffee, circa 1934. From the George Arents Research Library.
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effect, they said, "We like what is going on here and if this is religion, we'd
like to be identified with it." And so, in 1915, the Presbytery of New York
organized at Labor Temple the American International Church where not only
English, but five other languages as well were used in the services.
This was the scene when Dr. Chaffee arrived in 1920. Labor Temple
was born and living and healthy. It was not full grown. In the summer of
1921 he was named Director and until his death fifteen years later in 1936,
this was the enterprise into which he threw his energy, his imagination, his
many resources and his Christian belief. Under his care Labor Temple grew.
There were many facets of Dr. Chaffee's work at Labor Temple, but
one thread woven through the entire life of the Temple was the forum. As Dr.
Chaffee wrote in 1933:
Social change is desirable and inevitable. Christian prin-
ciples demand that we strive to base our lives on good will and
service rather than on hatred and greed. The march of events set
in motion by the revolutionary shift from human to animal
muscle to high power machinery is rapidly forcing economic
change. These social and economic changes may come by violence
and bloodshed. It is possible to bring them about by more
peaceful methods. These peaceful methods are obviously more in
harmony with the spirit of the teachings of the Man of Nazareth.
But peaceful methods imply the changing of men's ideas. These
peaceful methods imply discussion of the basic issues in our
present-day human society. With this Christian philosophy at the
heart of its program Labor Temple has from its very beginning
made the maximum use of open forums. At these forums every
kind of human question has been discussed. Religion has been
debated in these meetings from every conceivable angle. Political
beliefs of every brand and variety have been advocated. Every
social theory and all the variations of it have been espoused with
power and passion.... Conservatives, liberals, radicals and those
to whom no label will apply have all had their chance.
And what has been the effect? ... By giving the other
fellow every opportunity to have his say there was secured the
effective right for Labor Temple's spokesmen to be fairly heard.
The forums made vital and living contacts for Labor Temple. It
put the church in gear with great masses of workers, the men and
women it was seeking to reach. 2
2 The Protestant Churches and the Industrial Crisis, New York: The Macmillan Company,
1933,p.190f.
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It was the Forum which saw the notables of the day speak and be
spoken to, with Ted Chaffee as the umpire to see that both sides played fair. 3
His delightful and loving humor, his use of the appropriate word, stood him
in good stead when tense moments came. For the discussion period was the
moment of truth. Clarence Darrow, William J. Perlman, Norman Thomas,
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, Harry A. Overstreet, Pat Quinlan, J .H. Hopkins,
Jerome Davis, politicians of the highest rank, rightists and leftists, theists and
atheists, all had the platform. And their subjects sound strangely modern even
today: The Government and Oil, Psychoanalysis, The Outlawry of War, Can
We Educate America? were but a few of the topics addressed by the experts.
Even literature could hold its own; not all topics could be encompassed by
economics, politics, or sociology. This was democracy at work where
everyone had his say without interruption.
This, indeed, was one of the goals and results of the forum. As Dr.
Chaffee said, its aim was "to develop in our audiences a more orderly and
courteous treatment of unpopular ideas and speakers."4 Ted Chaffee felt, and
watched this belief flower, that the Forum tended to produce more reasoned
and more stable viewpoints. Extremism was modified. Of course, there were
some people who were simply cranks. He commented on one such who on
every occasion when he could gain the floor would launch into a tirade
against the Masons, whether the subject was "the Bagdad Railway or the care
of the teeth!" But this was the exception.
A second result was that there was provided a safety valve for the social
machine. He rightly recognized that, with or without good reason, thousands
of people believed that they had not had their share of good things. In the
forum they could speak, whether their grievances were real or imaginary.
Moreover, there was the necessity to hear the flaming idealists who reminded
all of the great dissenters of the past. These were men who "ask nothing for
themselves but would change our whole social structure so that all men might
have justice and freedom as well as the material comforts of life.,,5
Moreover, Dr. Chaffee felt that the church forums gave the church a
better reputation among the unchurched. The view was too often held, and
too often true, that the church was on the side of the propertied. But the
forums at Labor Temple demonstrated an openness which became a
cornerstone of its influence. Their reputation for fairness in fact inspired the
3 He believed passionately in Freedom of Speech and Freedom of the Press. It was the
great legal safeguard of democracy. It was an American and a Christian imperative. Free
speech, he believed, gave the minority a tight to be heard and therefore tended to do
away with violence; truth comes from the interchange of ideas and in flashes of insight
which any straight-jacket inhibits; and it carries out the Golden Rule. The Edmund B.
Chaffee Papers in the George Arents Research Library. All subsequent footnote
references to documents in the Arents Library will identify the source by the initials
GARL.
4"Do Forums Get Anywhere?" The Churchman, February 28, 1925, p. 14. Chaffee
Papers, GARL.
5 Idem
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Board of Education to ask Labor Temple to allow a lecture course to be given
there "because you have the confidence of the East Side.,,6 The importance
of the forum in Dr. Chaffee's mind was spelled out in a published article. He
said, "Do forums get anywhere? They do, and that where is on the road to a
better understanding between men which, if followed through, will lead us to
the Kingdom itself."7
A second facet of Labor Temple was the Temple School, founded by
Will Durant and continued by G.S. Beck. Here, with Dr. Chaffee's advice and
consent, was an educational enterprise serving thousands. 175,000 atten-
dances were recorded one year. It was said that one could tell the difference
between a New Yorker from the East Side and a New Yorker from the West
Side by making one simple observation: the West Sider carried a newspaper,
the East Sider carried a book. The Temple School was both partial cause and
effect of this characteristic. For this was no trade school. Courses on the
Ethics of Property or the Theory of Beauty were standard fare with casual
references to Schopenhauer or Milton or Rousseau or Blake well understood.
A course on the Five Ages of the World's Literature was given by the former
Literary Editor of The Nation. The Problems of Race included such topics as
What Is Race, The Future of the Negro Race, Is the White Race Doomed,
East and West, and Race and Environment. Other areas of study included
Architecture in New York, Social Biology, the Origins and Forms of
Contemporary Art, as well as courses typical of the Americanization of the
immigrant. In assessing what was done at the Temple School, one must not
forget that while the adult education movement is credibly established today,
it was something new for courses of such worth to be offered to the masses.
Dr. Chaffee spelled out his reasons in The Protestant Churches and the
Industrial Crisis. First of all he felt that men and women needed to be helped
to "understand the life and society of today;"S hence the courses in
anthropology, biology, economics and history. Second, men and women
needed to learn to think clearly; thus courses in philosophy, logic, and
psychology and critical discussion groups. Third, men and women needed
courses without any particular utilitarian value; some courses were given just
to make life more pleasant and more enjoyable, courses in the appreciation of
music and the enjoyment of literature. For Ted Chaffee had faith in the
common man. He never underestimated the potential of his fellow human
beings. He felt it particularly unwise to underestimate the appeal of the
worthwhile subjects to those who toiled or to the foreign-born. 9 Moreover, if
a better social order did eventuate from his efforts and those of others who
6 Ibid., p. 15
'Idem
lip. 194
9 One debate drew over two hundred listeners, each one paying for the privilege. The
topic? "Which offers the most for the happiness of the human race, an application of
Plato's Republic, or Aristotle's Relatively Best State?"
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believed as he did, then the workers needed to be educated to and for the
additional responsibilities that would face them.
A third facet of Labor Temple was its position as a settlement house.
The Gospel was the base of all Dr. Chaffee's activities, but preaching alone
would not do. There needed to be concrete demonstrations of what that
gospel meant in everyday living.
Because Labor Temple was proclaiming good will and
brotherhood it had to give a demonstration of just what it meant.
There were many ways in which to do this. There were homes in
which there WpS want and trouble. There were boys and girls who
had no place to play except in the city streets.... There were
men and women seeking for the self-expression denied them in
the hard round of their daily toil. Labor Temple began to meet
these needs. A playground was established with proper super-
vision. A gymnasium was secured where the bodies of the
youngsters would have a chance to develop. A clinic was
organized .... Friendly visits were made to the homes and
comfort and cheer and sometimes economic help was given. Jobs
were secured for those out of work. A health center and a
marriage consultation center were pioneering ventures .... When
unemployment was causing acute distress and hundreds had no
shelter it opened up its church auditorium and let the unem-
ployed sleep in it. In fact in that period it achieved the distinction
of being open and havin~ activities in progress twenty-four hours
a day, seven days a week. 0
The social work program of Labor Temple struck a surprisingly modern
note. It was surely one of the most progressive of its day and much of its
theory could be utilized in human service agencies today with great profit.
For example, client participation in decision making is a relatively new thing,
but the House Council at Labor Temple directed its own destiny years ago.
Even more importantly, Labor Temple itself was governed by a committee
only half of which was made up of the titular owners of the operation. Others
on the board included representatives of what today would be called the
"target population. "
A fourth facet of Dr. Chaffee's work was his utilization of mass
contacts. Labor Temple tried to reach the individual; it also tried to make
every possible connection with organizations, particularly workers' organiza-
tions. Dr. Chaffee served as fraternal delegate to the Central Trades and Labor
Council of New York City, reminded churches of those products made by
union labor, and offered good surroundings for all kinds of meetings at
minimal expense. Because he was trusted by all factions, he attained a
position as conciliator across many factional barriers.
Finally, one must look at the church at the heart of Labor Temple. It
1 0 "What One Church Is Doing - Labor Temple." Chaffee Papers, GARL.
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The Labor Temple building at 14th Street and Second Avenue, New York City, in its
early years. From the inventory of the Edmund B. Chaffee Papers in the Arents Library.
was a church and it was chiefly supported by the church. In his book Dr.
Chaffee spelled out its basic concept in the clearest of terms:
It has boldly announced that it is a propagandist institu-
tion, not in the sense of trying to make Presbyterians or even
Christians in the theological meaning of the word, but in the
sense that it is trying to change the attitudes of men, trying to
persuade them to have in their hearts the quality of love that was
in the Carpenter of Galilee, trying to change our social order into
the Kingdom of God. It has welcomed converts into its church
life, but it has never tried to force them to come in. No man,
woman, or child to whom another church or faith has meant
anything vital has been asked to "come with us."}}
Ted Chaffee felt that St. Augustine was right when he prayed, "Thou hast
made us for Thyself and our hearts are restless until they find their rest in
Thee." This is why Labor Temple always tried to be friendly, no matter how
great the provocation. It is why the facilities of the organization were open to
all on equal terms. Jews and Christians, white and black, Italians and Russians
and English were all in the same club. And it was the same with the staff:
various nationalities, colors and religions worked together that kindness might
rule. Even the Sunday School had Jews, Catholics and Protestants studying
together.
Under Ted Chaffee Labor Temple grew and prospered. It had its
desperate hours, but the desperate hours were the hours of its triumph. What
place of service had more to give in the days of the Great Depression! It
11 The Protestant Churches and the Industrial Crisis,p~. 203.
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outgrew its quarters, and a new building was built in Dr. Chaffee's tenure as
Director. Even the building was a special monument to the nature of the
work. For the seven story structure was built by a corporation at no cost to
the church that owned it in fee simple. The plan was one Dr. Chaffee
preached to many groups: when he spoke at the Free Synagogue of the
Bronx, a business man adopted it. One portion of the building was used for
shops, offices, and apartments. The rest of the building housed the church,
the auditorium, the gymnasium, the offices and meeting rooms, with the
Director's home on the top floor.
Great technological changes were beginning to make their impact on
society in the era during which Edmund Chaffee's adult life was spent. It
took no particular gift of prophecy to see that more changes were coming,
but not everyone was ready for those changes. It was against this background
that he defined himself as a liberal. "By a 'liberal'," he once wrote, "I mean a
man who, contrasted with the conservative, is willing to change, but unlike
the radical is not anxious to do so."12 Perhaps one reason he could be
flexible was that he was exposed to more varying life styles of class and
geography than most men in that first third of the twentieth century. He
knew the country and never lost his love for it, having been born on a farm in
rural Michigan. He grew up in the small town of Holly, Michigan, where the
comradeship of close acquaintance was clearly felt. His high school classmates
remained friends all of their lives as a comparison of a picture of the Class of
1905 and a listing of his correspondents shows.13 This was his base, but he
knew more than the midwest. He knew the east coast with its sophistication
as a center of financial power. He knew the city, with its immigrants only
lately introduced to the United States. 14 He saw a most necessary ministry to
the "tired ... poor ... huddled masses yearning to be free."15
Nor were his contacts confined to North America for he travelled
extensively, particulary far-ranging in the course of his service with the Red
Cross during World War I and immediately thereafter. 16 He knew Europe and
visited Africa, lived and worked in the Middle East, toured India and the
Orient. His diaries and letters to family and friends mirror the impact of other
12 The World Tomorrow, Volume VIII, Number 12, December, 1925. Chaffee Papers,
GARL.
1 3 Chaffee Papers, GARL.
14 An article in The Presbyterian Magazine, March, 1926, describing Dr. Chaffee's locale
during his tenure in New York City's' Labor Temple is impressively polyglot: "The
Jews, a great host ... the Italians a block away Chestnuts roasting on the
corner ... the pushcart market ... the jostling crowds There are the Russians
with their restaurants, and bookshops, and bakeshops, the Ukranians ... the Poles,
the Magyars, the Germans.... All Europe is there by proxy."
1 5 From the inscription on the Statue of Liberty.
1 6 Even the journey across the South Atlantic was not uneventful - the ship on which he
and Florence Mearns, later to become Mrs. Chaffee, were traveling was chased by a
German raider.
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cultures and traditions on his thinking. His records were extensive and
fascinating, in part because he knew shorthand. They include his reactions to
the shock expressed by an Indian editor named Natarajan when he learned
that not all American colleges were coeducational, the prediction of war
between Japan and England made by Sun Vat-sen, the assessments of such
military figures as Storrs and Allenby, and the beauty of the spirit as well as
the writing of the poet Tagore. Some of his interviews he transcribed for later
publication; many exist only in outline form.
In part Ted Chaffee was a complete man because of the breadth of his
education. With the support of his mother and his half-sisters Mary Chaffee
and Margaret Pepper,17 he gained an excellent basic schooling beginning at
the University of Michigan. There his work on the debating team was
impressive. He earned a doctorate in jurisprudence at the same school and was
admitted to the bar in Michigan. He studied theology at Hartford Seminary
in Connecticut and Union Theological Seminary in New York. And he kept
on learning. Syracuse University conferred on him the degree of Doctor of
Divinity. His library, still virtually intact in what became the family home in
New Hampshire, reveals the interests he had in a variety of fields. The
economist Stuart Chase, the psychologist William James, the physicist Arthur
Haas, the astronomer Sir James Jeans and a multiplicity of authors on
history, archeology, theology, psychical research,18 literature, philosophy,
and many other fields are represented on his shelves. Moreover, he kept fresh
by teaching his peers as well as the oncoming student generation to which he
related so very successfully.
Withal he shared his education and his life with persons of every race,
class and position in society. A listing of his friends would read not only like
an edition of Who's Who, but also of Who Isn't Who. Congressmen and
senators, mayors and lesser politicians, social workers and doctors, mil-
lionaires and lawyers, men and women on the assembly lines and in stores and
on cleanup crews were his friends. 19 Occasionally the son of the house had
I'The copy of his book, The Protestant Churches and the Industrial Crisis, which is a
part of the manuscript collection in the Syracuse University Library, was the
particular one he gave to Miss Pepper. The hand written inscription reads: "To my
sister Margaret who made my theological education possible."
III At the time of his death he owned one of the most extensive private libraries in the
field. Some of the Proceedings of the American Society for Psychical Research and
The Journal of the American Society for Psychical Research are included in the
Chaffee collection, GARL.
19 Senators Gerald P. Nye, Royal S. Copeland, and Burton K. Wheeler; Professors Mark
Van Doren, Will Durant, and Reinhold Niebuhr; Frances Perkins and Oswald Garrison
Villard; Doctors Abraham and Hannah Stone were typical of the better known
persons with whom he was associated. But also, there was Mr. Zero, self-named
because he felt no one cared: if he was a nothing, let that be his name. And Abe S.
Klinger once wrote - and the spelling has been unchanged: "I would like to appoligise
for the mistake we did last week in Labor Temple; as we did not mean to sneak in the
yard: we would like to have your pardon this time, and we will never do it again.
Thanking you, Sincerely yours." Chaffee Papers, GARL.
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If any further evidence of the close connection between religion and
economics be needed we have it in the words of that great prayer
of Jesus, the LordI s Prayer, which has came to us down the ages .. One
of the first petitions of it is "Give us this day our daily breadu•
And both the Passover of the Jews and the LordI s Supper of the
Christians have to do with the plain economic fact of food and drink.
Yes, our communist and socialists friends are
right.1n their insistence that religious forJIUJ and expressions are
determined by the way a gl-ven so-ciety is solving its economic problem.
And this is only natural for religion and economics go hand in hand
and they can be separated only with disaster to each. If God is not
in the fundamental facts of economics he is nowhere. Yet, strange
as it seems, those of us who have given our lives to the kind of
religion which is seeking a human society which is based upon economic
just1ce~ a society without classes, have found ourselves attacked
~1?-_.~<?!-h._flanks. On the~t we have been bitterly assailed by a
large group of men who have t,2.~d..s!L.i.~eligionhas nothing to do
lIIIIiftl. ~
.!.tt.J::t_~.9!t~~, how men make their living, that all such questions
as child Blabor, poverty, unelllPloyment, tbe piling up of wealth into
~be hands of the few are questions with whiCh religion has nothing
to do. From inside the ehurch as well as from the outside we are
told to stick to the gospel and keep out. of social questions. It
is scarcely necessary for me to answer that at~.@cck before you who
know something of the development of religion to which I have briefly
referred to~~ht. But if there are any here who represent tbe.t
point of view I would point out that when religion is relegated to
the services in church, to pra.yer and the reading of scripture for
an hour or so each week while all the rest of the hours are given
over to the world of industry religion is los~ in theaBuffl.. It
doen t t touch and cannot touch the modern man.
A page from the typescript manuscript of an undated sermon by Dr. Chaffee, titled
"Religion and Revolution." From the Edmund B. Chaffee Papers in the Arents Library.
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dinner with Dr. Chaffee's guests. The conversation was stimulating and the
experiences are remembered with pleasure, but it was years before the
realization came that the kind and variety of table companions was not
typical of the average middle-class family.
He did not let his many activities interfere with his time with his
family. Saturday afternoon was family time. Father and mother, son and
daughter spent that portion of the week together. Frequently all went to
Manhattan's Automat where the children delighted in putting nickles into the
slot and turning the knob for the food temptingly visible behind a small glass
door. Then on to Radio City Music Hall, with its appealing combination of
motion picture, music, and dancing with precision. And who can spell out the
many hours Ted and his wife, Florence, spent in multi-faceted enjoyment in
each other's company. For Florence had a keen mind, had also travelled
extensively, and had an education beyond that of most of her sex. Each was
fully worthy of the other.
Ted Chaffee was a generous man. He gave of his money to those in
need. He was also generous in his judgments: He early learned to avoid the
polarity of labels. That is to say, while he was willing to categorize and
analyze for the sake of convenience, he was unwilling to put anyone in a
pigeon-hole. Moreover, even when he was dealing with persons whose
philosophies he despised, he could still look for whatever was good in an
"ism" and appropriate it for good purpose. The last speech he gave was a
passionate and reasoned declaration for what he considered to be the
American Way. It was entitled, "Communism or Facism, Must We Choose?"
He could, nevertheless, acknowledge that both philosophies existed because
in some way they answered a concern of mankind.2o
Perhaps, in full circle, Ted Chaffee was a complete man because he saw
the relevance of his religion to the affairs of the day. It was as if the vision he
saw harnessed him to the implications of his faith. It was said of him in an
article reflecting on what was to be his last gathering with a group of
clergymen in Minneapolis' famous Westminster Church: "Here is a man who
has seen visions of a better world and will carry the torment of the difference
till he dies.,,2 1 It was not "pie in the sky by and by when you die," as the old
I.W.W. song derisively put it. It was a religion of the here and now though he
successfully maintained that tension between past, present, and future which
is the mark of a wise Christian who lives in both worlds at the same time. Ted
Chaffee was not caught on either horn of the dilemma expressed in the old
aphorism that the religion that ends with the self ends, though the religion
that doesn't begin with the self has no beginning. Thus, though he called
himself a liberal and was unceasing in his struggle for economic and social
20 The writer remembers well this talk, for he had been taught to earn money beyond a
modest allowance through the typing of some of his father's manuscripts. As a lad of
fifteen he typed out this last writing.
21 The Presbyterian Tribune, October 15, 1936, p. 13
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justice, his activity was completely rooted and grounded in a deep personal
conviction that God was Lord. "I AM WHO 1 AM,,,22 was real.
To spend a few hours in the George Arents Research Library with Dr.
Chaffee's diaries and letters, to read clippings from Time magazine,
metropolitan dailies, and weekly country newspapers, is to learn or to be
reminded of much of that day and age. But in so doing one learns even more
of a man dedicated to reconciliation and the restoration of personhood to a
fractured world. He was for peace and justice at every level - personal,
community and business, national and international. He believed that the
Christian ethic could be applied in the world; otherwise, in fact, disaster must
come. He worked with hope and with the urgency of a miner under a
landslide. When he died, a plaque was placed in his memory in Labor
Temple23 with words identical to those on his headstone:
Servant of God and Man
Toiler for Justice and Peace
22 Exodus 3: 14. A quatrain of a hymn written by Dr. Chaffee reads:
Be thou Supreme, Lord Jesus Christ,
Thy life transfigure mine;
And through this veil of mortal flesh
Here may Thy glory shine.
2 3 The plaque has recently come into the possession of Syracuse University and is now in
the Chaffee collection.
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Thomas J. Wise: A BriefSurvey ofhis
Literary Forgeries
by Thomas J. Gearty, Jr.
In 1934, a first-rate nonfiction mystery with the unpretentious title
of An Enquiry Into the Nature of Certain Nineteenth Century Pamphlets
appeared. 1 Two literary detectives, .~ohn Carter and Graham Pollard,
announced that more than fifty pamphlets by fifteen Victorian literary
figures were not what they purported to be, namely, the first issuance in
print, or the first separate printing, of a particular poem, short piece of prose
work, or a dramatic work.
British and American collectors had sought out these pamphlets for
their scholarly, aesthetic, sentimental, and monetary value. A desire to collect
early editions of the books of popular modern authors who had given their
personal attention to the printing and presentation grew rapidly during the
last ·quarter of the nineteenth century. Many of these works acquired a
monetary value that was higher than that of later editions which contained
corrected texts.
Not all of the pamphlets were first brought under question by Messrs.
Carter and Pollard. Suspicion arose toward some of them as far back as the
later years of the nineteenth century. Commenting on George Eliot's Brother
and Sister: Sonnets (1869), J.H. Slater noted that "this work is supposed to
be a fictitious and ante-dated edition." He also wrote concerning Swinburne's
Siena (1868): "A pirated reprfnt is occasionally to be met with.... There is
no doubt that many of these forged copies are on the market.,,2 Thomas J.
Wise, editor of "Notes on Recent Book Sales" for The Bpokman (London),
challenged those remarks about Siena, in his review of Slater's book: "The
'masterly pirated reprint' of 'Siena' ... is a creation of the author's (le.,
Slater's) fancy, these 'forged copies' being none other than examples of the
first published edition of the pamphlet.,,3
Wise was a renowned bibliographer and book collector of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, as well as a reviewer and editor of The Bookman's
"Notes." He was held in high esteem by his contemporaries, and was accepted
in literary and intellectual circles as a respected scholar. He was president of
Mr. Gearty is a candidate for the Ph.D. degree in the Humanities Program at
Syracuse University.
1 John Carter and Graham Pollard, An Enquiry Into the Nature of Certain Nineteenth
Century Pamphlets, London: Constable & Co Ltd, 1934; New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1934.
2 Early Editions, London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd., 1894, pp. 125, 294.
3 The Bookman, (London), May 1894, p. 50
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The Bibliographical Society from 1922 to 1924, and in 1926 received an
honorary Master of Arts degree from Oxford University. His library is kept
intact in a room off the King's Library Gallery in the British Museum.
But Thomas J. Wise also was a forger and a thief who stole leaves from
books in the collection of the British Museum. David Foxon4 sur~ised that
Wise began the thefts in the 1890s to replace leaves missing from books in his
own collection. Then, when he began to supply John Henry Wrenn, an
American collector and friend of Wise, with plays from the Jacobean and
Caroline periods and from the Commonwealth Interregnum, he took more
leaves to complete the copies supplied to Wrenn. Most of the leaves stolen
from museum copies which Wrenn received were acquired by him between
August 1901 and July 1903.
About 206 leaves were stolen from forty-four books (thirty-nine
different titles) printed from 1600 to 1659. Wrenn obtained fifty to sixty
leaves and Wise acquired ninety for himself. Fifteen more leaves are untraced
but may be in the Wrenn copies, and of another forty-one untraced, some
may have been discarded.
Wrenn and Wise accepted the practice of making up copies of books. If
Wise acquired a work with leaves missing, he held on to it until he acquired
another defective copy with different leaves missing. He used both copies to
make up a single complete one; in some instances he used three defective
copies to make up two copies, keeping the superior copy for himself and
supplying Wrenn or another collector with the other one.
The thievery and identity of the thief were discovered in cataloging the
Ashley Library, Wise's name for his own collection. It was noticed that the
four leaves which were inlaid in the Ashley Library copy of Ben Jonson's
The Case Is Alter'd (1609) were the very leaves missing from the Museum's
copy. Every imperfect copy of Pre-Restoration Drama was then examined,
and when any suspicion arose about missing leaves, the Ashley copy was
examined.
The copies were checked and positive identifications made in a variety
of ways. The early plays which were published in pamphlet form were not
held together by being sewn at the fold. Rather, they were "stabbed through
the inner margin and held together by thread" which went through the three
stab-holes. The distance between the stab-holes varies from book to book;
therefore, if a leaf has been removed from one copy and placed in another, its
stab-holes will not match. By comparing the stab-holes of a suspected leaf
with a leaf from the museum copy,oit could be determined that the leaf from
the Ashley copy was stolen from the Museum if all stab-holes matched.
Other tests which proved conclusive in determining which leaves were
stolen from the Museum's books were applied to the matching of worm-holes,
4D.F. Foxon, Thomas J. Wise and the Pre-Restoration Drama: A Study in Theft and
Sophistication, London: The Bibliographical Society, 1959. The following material on
Wise's career as a thief is summarized from this work.
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stain patterns, and paper flaws such as wrinkles in the paper which could be
looked for in adjacent leaves. In one instance, the torn edge of a leaf under
question was matched to the remaining stub in a museum book.
During the late 1950s, Fannie Ratchford, Rare Book Librarian at the
University of Texas which houses the library of John Henry Wrenn, took
most of the suspected copies in the Wrenn library to England, where she was
able to help the Museum check copies to see how many stolen leaves were to
be found. A total of sixty was found in the Wrenn copies, and it was
suspected that another fifteen leaves whi'ch were untraceable at the time may
have been in other Wrenn copies not examined in England. It was also noticed
that Wise had removed about seventy-nine leaves from copies which later
were sent to Wrenn, and had replaced these leaves with inferior ones from his
own copies. In most instances, this probably was a result of the agreed-upon
practice of making up books, although it can be shown in the case of two
books that Wise, acting as Wrenn's agent, bought the books for him from the
Rowfant Library and then substituted leaves from his own copies for superior
ones which were already Wrenn's. 5 Wise was not above cheating an innocent
friend.
Wise is equally famous, or infamous, as a forger. This account in no way
presents all of his interesting and varied activities, nor does it present all of
the research developed by those who have investigated Wise's activities. It is a
brief survey, touching on some of the aspects of Wise's puzzling career and on
some of the investigations it has prompted.
Less than four years after Slater's comments on Brother and Sister:
Sonnets and Wise's review in The Bookman, The Athenaeum carried
correspondence in its columns for several issues regarding the accusation by
Robert Louis Stevenson's publisher that the separate pamphlet edition of
Stevenson's Some College Memories (1886) was a pirated reprint. Again Mr.
Wise, who with unwarranted assurance announced himself as "the biblio-
grapher of Robert Louis Stevenson," rose to the occasion and pronounced
that the pamphlet "was produced under the distinct direction - or
permission - of Robert Louis Stevenson.6
While this controversy was continuing, another pamphlet was being
questioned in The Athenaeum This time Robert Proctor, the expert on early
typography and bibliograpy at the British Museum, had doubts about an item
in Temple Scott and Harry Buxton Forman's bibliography of William Morris'
works where the compilers acknowledged as genuine a separate edition of
Morris' Sir Galahad: A Christmas Mystery (1858), while assigning another
edition of this work to the status of a later unauthorized reprint. Mr. Proctor
noted that neither the respective publishers, Mr. Morris' family, nor his
friends had any record of such an undertaking. 7
sDavid Foxon. Letter to the Times Literary Supplement, February 17, 1961, p. 105.
Subsequently, the Times Literary Supplement will be referred to as TLS.
6 The Athenaeum, February 5, 1898, pp. 184-185.
7 The Athenaeum, January 22, 1898, p. 118.
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Some Col,lege Memories.
BY
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
EDINBURGH:
~ PRINTED FOR MEMBERS OF THE
UNIVERSITY UNION COMMITTEE
1886
Title page of Some College Memories by Robert Louis Stevenson, the pirated reprint that
sparked the controversy in The Athenaeum. From the George Arents Research Library.
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In the early years of this century, E.T. Cook and Alexander
Wedderburn commented on four Ruskin forgeries among the thirty-nine
volumes of The Works of John Ruskin. They noted that a collation had
proved that The National Gallery "belongs to a much later date than 1852"
(Vol. 12, p. 396), and they stated that The Queen's Gardens (1864) was "set
up from the later editions" (Vol. 18, p. 15). They also called into question
the authenticity of Leoni; A Legend of Italy (1868) in Vol. 1, p. 288, and
The Scythian Guest; A Poem (1849) in Vol. 2, p. 102. Probably, due to the
enormous amount of Ruskin material and the small print of the accompany-
ing notes, the evidence against these pamphlets escaped attention for many
years.8
These early suspicions, along with other doubts raised over the years by
A.W. Pollard and others, including the possibility that the highly valued
Reading Sonnets might not be quite right, provided Messrs. Carter and Pollard
with plenty of evidence for a cooperative investigation.
The enquirers began the narrative of this investigation by recalling how
the 1847 Sonnets was introduced to a literary world which had always
accepted Mrs. Browning's "Sonnets from the Portuguese" as first appearing in
the 1850 edition of her collected Poems. It was not until November, 1894,
that Edmund Gosse related a romantic tale supposedly on the authority of a
friend of Robert Browning which seemed to account for the earlier edition of
the Sonnets, privately printed at Reading in 1847.
Gosse said that at Pisa, "early in 1847," the shy newlywed Elizabeth
slipped the sonnets into her husband's pocket and "fled again to her own
room." Robert was so overwhelmed by their beauty that he wanted the
"treasures not to be kept from the world." Mrs. Browning was finally
persuaded to permit her friend Mary Russell Mitford of Reading, "to whom
they (the sonnets) had originally been sent in manuscript," to have them
printed.9
Until Gosse told the story, there had been no knowledge of the
pamphlet. There was to be no mention of the printing in Elizabeth Barrett
Browning's letters published in 1898; nor is there any reference to it in the
correspondence of Mary Russell Mitford. Finally, there is no evidence that
Robert Browning ever owned a copy, or at least no copy is accounted for in
the sale of the Browning library in 1913.
Edmund Gosse;s story was corroborated in part in 1905, however, by
Thomas J. Wise who wrote of receiving his copy from Dr. W.C. Bennett, who
had obtained it directly from Mary Russell Mitford. 10 This information is
S This source is noted in An Enquiry, pp. 4-5, and in Percy Muir, An Autobiography:
Minding My Own Business, London: Chatto & Windus, 1956, p. 91.
9This 1894 account is reprinted in the Preface to Sonnets from the Portuguese, Portland,
Maine: Thomas R Mosher, 1910, pp. vii-xi.
I oWilliam B. Todd, "Introduction to the Browning Library, 1929"; Thomas J. Wise:
Centenary Studies, Austin: University of Texas Press, 1959, pp. 56-57, notes that this
information appears in the 1905 edition of the Ashley Library, I. 155.
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related in more detail in 1918 by Mr. Wise in his A Bibliography ofElizabeth
Barrett Browning, and it is presented in final form in 1929 in his A Browning
Library, where Wise describes how copies of the Sonnets were brought out
after high tea consisting of hot buttered toast and sausages.
The enquirers examined the various official accounts of the sonnets'
origin presented by Gosse and Wise with another by Harry Buxton Forman.
Then they compared the accounts with other data, among which was a letter
from Robert Browning to Leigh Hunt giving a different account of the origin
of the sonnets. Their investigation showed that the story surrounding the
1847 Sonnets was fictitious, and since the "story is indissolubly linked with
the book,"11 the enquirers continued with bolstered confidence.
One method used to investigate the Sonnets and other suspected
pamphlets was an analysis of their paper content. They were able to prove
that twenty-two pamphlets were forgeries because such an analysis indicated
that the paper was not manufactured or put into use until a date later than
the alleged date of printing.
Typographical analysis provided the enquirers with another means to
determine the authenticity of a suspected pamphlet. They called attention to
the fact that most of the pamphlets are set in "modern style" type. In
addition, they noted that until the 1880s, most of the "modern face" romans
have two kerned letters in the lower case, namely 'f and 'j'; that is, with
regard to these two letters, "a portion of the face ... extends beyond its
body." Yet, the enquirers found that sixteen of the pamphlets which were
purported' to have been printed between 1842 and 1873 and printed in
"modern style" Long Primer contained the miniscule 'f and 'j' with the main
stem bent back. During the course of the investigation, it was pointed out to
them that the font from which the type for the Sonnets was set also
contained a question mark peculiar to this particular font. 12 Later, this
question mark was to become the key to the identity of the printer. From
their study of the typography, Messrs. Carter and Pollard were able to add
five new titles to the list (eleven more pamphlets condemned by their
typography were already shown to be forgeries by paper analysis). The total
number of forgeries was now twenty-seven.
Another test which was conclusive in detecting a forgery was one based
on a collation of the text. In some of the works under investigation, the
enquirers were able to show that certain pamphlets by Tennyson and Ruskin
were printed from a text which did not evolve until later than the suspected
forgery. Mention has been made above of the two Ruskin pamphlets which
already were proved to be forgeries. The enquirers also were able to show
11 An Enquiry, p. 37.
12 An Enquiry, p. 58. R.B. McKerrow, in his review of An Enquiry, cites several
examples of works which contain the lower case kernless 'f and 'j' that were printed
years before the earliest date given by the enquirers. But because of the odd question
mark used in the font under discussion, the validity of the enquirers' assertions is not
changed (The Library, fourth series, XV, No.3 [December 1934], pp. 38G-38l).
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24 SONNET8.
xx
Beloved, my Beloved, when I think·
That thou wast in the world a year ago,
What time I sate alone here in the snow
And ··saw no footprint, heard the silence sink
No .moment at thy voice, ... but link by linlf
Went: counting all my chains as if that so
They never could fall off at any blow
Struck by thy possible hand •... why, thus I drink
eflife's great cup of wonder. Wonderful,
Neve.r to.feel the thrill the day or night
"With personal act or speech,-nor ev:er cull
SOIne prescience of thee with the blossoms white
Thou sawesb growing! Atheists are as dull,
:who cannot ~ess God"s presence out of sight.
Page from the Sonnets of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, containing the misprint in line
10 which Wilfred Partington considered further evidence that the Brownings were in no
way associated with the publication. The word "the" should read "thee" and Partington
maintained that such an oversight in proofreading could not have occurred if the
Brownings had been consulted in the publication of the book. From the George Arents
Research Library.
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similar textual discrepancies amorig several works by Tennyson. In one, for
example, Ode for the Opening of the International Exhibition (1862), stanza
V, line 10 reads in part, "fruits of earth," yet in three other versions of the
ode, also printed in 1862 (two printed later in the year and one printed
earlier), the phrase reads "fruits of peace." It was not until the poem was
included in the 1872 edition of Tennyson's works that "fruits of earth" was
printed. Taking into account other textual discrepancies, the enquirers
concluded that the pamphlet must have been printed from the 1889 edition
of his works. 1 3
Messrs. Carter and Pollard were able to condemn definitely two
pamphlets by Ruskin and three by Tennyson on the basis of their texts. Of
these pamphlets, four were already condemned on the basis of their type or
on the basis of both their paper content and their type. Therefore, one more
pamphlet was added to the list, bringing the total to twenty-eight.
In addition, the enquirers condemned Swinburne's Dead Love (1864)
because of a discrepancy in its imprint. The publisher listed on its title page is
John W. Parker and Son. They had determined that this imprint was not used
later than December, 1860, when it was changed to Parker, Son and Bourn on
January 1, 1861. They further reported that "by the end of April, 1863,
Parker had already made arrangements for liquidation." 1 4
The enquirers had the opportunity to examine Tennyson's Child Songs
(1880) just as their book went to press. (This pamphlet is not in the Arents
Library collection.) From an examination of the type, they have deter-
mined that the printer's imprint is false,and that, therefore, this work also
must be a forgery.
Four other pamphlets, while probably not falsely dated, were estab-
lished as "fraudulent and unauthorised productions," and thirteen more were
classified as "profoundly suspicious." Finally, there were about two dozen
more pamphlets by Swinburne, Tennyson, Morris, and Stevenson which bear
resemblances to the forgeries, but the enquirers believed that further
investigation was needed. A number of these latter pamphlets have been
shown since to be forgeries or piracies.
The next problem facing the enquirers was to identify the printer of the
forgeries. They were able to do this only through a "lucky accident." They
knew that the hybrid font (containing the odd "question mark) could be the
property of one printer only, for they believed that "the chances are
incalculable against these two special founts becoming mixed in this
particular way in more than one prjnting office." While examining an 1893
type-facsimile reprint of Matthew Arnold's Alaric at Rome (1840), edited
by Thomas J. Wise, the enquirers recognized the hybrid font; the kernless 'f
13An Enquiry, pp. 71-76.
14Ibid., pp. 270-271. A counterfeit of the forgery is in the Arents Library collection. I
was unable at this time to examine the copy in the Mayfield Collection to see whether
it is the forgery or the counterfeit.
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and 'j' and the unusual question mark were all there. They compared this
facsimile with the Reading Sonnets and concluded that "both books were
printed in exactly the same fount." They knew, then, that the printer of at
least sixteen of the forgeries had to be Richard Clay and Sons. 15 (Actually,
only fourteen of the sixteen pamphlets contained the odd question mark.)
Upon presentation of the enquirers' evidence, the printing firm
admitted that they had printed the pamphlets; however, the firm had not
preserved their ledgers before 1911, so they were unable to provide any
information regarding the printing assignment. While the enquirers could not
prove that the other pampWets were printed by Clay's firm because the six
other fonts from which the pamphlets were printed were not peculiar to any
one firm, they were able to demonstrate that Clay did possess the various
fonts to print all the condemned pamphlets.
From their study Messrs. Carter and Pollard further concluded that the
forgeries were the work of one man because 1) they could all be traced back
to one source, 2) more than half of the proven forgeries were printed by one
printing firm, while other proved and suspected forgeries were printed in
fonts of type used by that printing house, and 3) the formula of the forgeries
was unique - the creation of a first separate edition. 16 They did not name
that 'one man because the evidence they had against their suspect, Thomas J.
Wise, was circumstantial. Not letting Mr. Wise off, however, they castigated
him for his vanity, his gullibility, his dogmatism, and his "shocking
negligence" in accepting and giving credence to so large a number of
pamphlets which, if he had done the work required of him as a bibliographer,
would not have found so prominent a place in the book collecting world.
When An Enquiry appeared, there were some who did not know that
Wise was the forger. The reviewer for the Times Literary Supplement
commented on the success of the forger's method in deceiving Wise and
concluded the review noting that "who the man was who so successfully
perpetrated this colossal fraud is a problem which ... is likely never to find
an answer.,,17 In his review, R.B. McKerrow remarked, "Unfortunately they
have not entirely cleared it up, for to do this would require the discovery of
the originator of the frauds, and here they have to confess themselves
baffled." Yet, McKerrow does not fail to comment: "If the eminent
bibliographer whose name is most frequently mentioned in the volume under
discussion had any more intimate connection with these pampWets than that
of being deceived by them, he must have acted in a manner strangely
inconsistent with the character of his bibliographical work as a whole."1 8
For the most part, however, those who read the book knew that Wise
was the one being singled out for the creation of the forgeries. Gabriel Wells
15An Enquiry, pp.63-64.
16/bid, p.llO.
17 TLS, July 5, 1934, p. 472.
18 McKerrow, The Library, p. 383.
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THE LAST TOURNAMENT.
Pass ·under white, till the warm hour 'returns
With veer of wind, and all are flowers again;
So dame and damsel cast the simple white,
And glowing in aU colours, the live.grass,
Beyond all use, tha~, half-amazed, the Queen,
And wroth at Tristram and. the lawless jousts,
Brake up their sports, then slowly to her bower
Parted, and in her bosom pain was lord.
23
And little Dagonet on the morrow morn,
Then Tristram saying, 'Why skip 'Yee so, Sir Fool"
WheeI'd round on either heel, Dagonet replied,
, Belike for lack of wiser company';
Or being fool,. and seeing too much wit.
Page from The Last Tournament showing the kernless f and j, and the alien question
mark. From the George Arents Research Library.
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wrote a short essay in which he acknowledged that he had "no argument
against the allegations advanced, and the facts presented.,,19 But Wells
doubted that such a venture could have been the work of one individual, and
he abhorred the enquirers' "entering upon personalities" (p. 4). Knowing that
Wise had been seriously ill and advising him that he should "maintain a
dignified silence until he recovered" (p. 11), Wells attempted a meager
defense of Wise. In part, this defense helped to lead to the proof needed to
show that Wise was the forger, and this proof confirmed Wells's belief that
the forger did not act alone - at least in producing one of the pamphlets,
Tennyson's The Last Tournament (1871).
Charles F. Heartman, the editor of The American Book Collector,
knowing of Wise's efforts in bringing forgeries to the attention of the
pUblic20 and knowing of his bibliographical work, defended Wise against
what he thought were vindictive and revengeful charges, and he even elicited a
statement from Wise which was to be printed in Heartman's magazine. Before
it could be printed, however, Wise withdrew the statement on advice of
Frederick Page of the Oxford University Press, who, while acting in Wise's
defense, had called upon the enquirers to discuss the charges against his friend
and had come away convinced of his guilt.21 Soon afterwards, Heartman,
"on the strength of written and properly signed statements," convinced
himself that Wise was connected with the pamphlets' origin.22
Others did not express such early loyalty. Viscount Esher, a collector,
had read Wise's weak defense in the Times Literary Supplement (May 24,
1934, p. 380 and July 12, 1934, p. 492 - the former one written under
Wise's name by Frederick Page) in which Wise stated that he received his
copies of the Reading Sonnets from Harry Buxton Forman and implied that
he received many of the other pamphlets from Forman, also. In addition,
Wise had persuaded Forman's son, Maurice, to write letters supporting this
position, and he concluded by saying that he would no doubt have something
further to say when he read An Enquiry with the care it deserved. By August,
Esher felt that Wise should have a satisfactory explanation ready.2 3
Since Wise did not come forth with the information himself, his
biographer, Wilfred Partington, and others provided much of it. When Wise
was in his mid-twenties, he had joined the newly formed Browning and
Shelley Societies. In the societies Wise became involved in the production of
facsimile reprints of the authors' works which at the time were generally
unobtainable in their original editions. In 1886, for the Browning Society,
19 The Carter-Pollard Disclosures, Garden City, 1934, p. 3.
20 TLS, February 14, 1924, p. 96 and June 13, 1929, p. 474.
21 John Carter, "Thomas J, Wise and His Forgeries," The Atlantic Monthly, February
1945, pp. 95-96.
22The American Book Collector, V, No. 10 (October 1934), p. 311.
2 3TLS, August 23, 1934, p. 577.
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Wise edited and provided a prefatory note to a type-facsimile reprint of
Robert Browning's Pauline (1833). For the Shelley Society, Wise was able to
edit many more reprints, such as those of Adonais: An Elegy on the Death of
John Keats (1821), Hellas, A Lyrical Drama (1822), and Address to the Irish
People (1821). The editing of such facsimiles was not highly unusual at the
time. Bertram Dobell, the London bookseller, reprinted Shelley's A lastor in
1885, before the Society was founded. He joined the Society and reissued
Alastor and produced another Shelley work, The Wandering Jew, for it.
Others, such as Harry Salt and H.B. Forman, were also involved in the editing
of Shelley facsimiles.
The reprints included a title page stating that the work was a reprint,
and it included the Society's publisher's imprint. The printer's imprint,
Richard Clay & Sons, was found at the end of the book. After the editor's
prefatory note the reprint began and included the original publisher's and
printer's imprints; then the text began. There was nothing within the
reprinted pages to suggest that the material was a reprint.
Apparently, Wise saw the possibilities available to him for a deception.
Already involved with facsimile reproduction, he was one step removed from
eliminating the extraneous parts. But to do this would involve producing a
counterfeit which could always be compared with the original. Fannie
Ratchford points out that it was necessary for Wise to obtain the assistance of
someone at Richard Clay & Sons, very possibly at the executive level, who
would be willing to approve the printing or to set up the type for a title page
without having an original from which to work. 24 There seems to be no way
for Wise, or any accomplice, to have accomplished this short of printing the
pamphlets himself, and it has already been shown that they were printed by
Richard Clay & Sons.
Next, Wise had to provide a market and establish pedigrees for the
forgeries. He did this by selling some of them cheaply to prOVincial book
dealers in order to get the origin of the pamphlets removed from himself. He
donated copies of the pamphlets to the British Museum, or he had a fellow
employee or member of his employer's family sell a copy to the Museum. 25
One further opportunity came Wise's way when he was appointed
editor of "Notes on Recent Book Sales" for The Bookman In this position,
he was able to discuss the forgeries and attribute a value to them. Also, in his
bibliographies and catalogs of his personal library, Wise introduced titles and
provided false provenances for th~ pamphlets. In addition, he sometimes
reproduced a title page or some other part of a pamphlet that he was
interested in publicizing in his catalog, and in some instances, reproduced a
copy from a friend's library to show that other collectors also had the works.
24 Letters of Thomas J. Wise to John Henry Wrenn: A Further Inquiry Into the Guilt of
Certain Nineteenth-Century Forgers, New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1944, pp. 78-79.
25 Wilfred Partington, Thomas J. Wise in the Original Ooth, London: Robert Hale
Limited, 1946, pp. 81-82.
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One who did not believe that Wise acted alone in the production and
marketing of these pamphlets was Fannie Ratchford. From her reading ofAn
Enquiry, of Harry Buxton Forman's 1896 essay entitled "Elizabeth Barrett
Browning and her Scarcer Books," and of Maurice Buxton Forman's letters
printed in the Times Literary Supplement, she concluded that Harry Buxton
Forman and others were active participants in the forgeries. Her "evidence
against Forman had been formulated and was in completed manuscript"26 for
her edition of Letters of Thomas J. Wise to John Henry· Wrenn before she saw
the incriminating document which linked Forman with Wise in the pro-
duction of at least one forgery.
This document came to light after Gabriel Wells, in his attempted
defense of Wise, noted that the enquirers on page 293 had mistakenly
attributed an article by Harry Buxton Forman to Wise. Wells revealed that he
had bought the manuscript of the article by Forman in the 1920 Buxton
Forman sale.27
This reminded Carl Pforzheimer, who owned proofs for this article, to
check his material which contained "letters and messages from Forman to
Wise" that were returned to Forman by Wise with answers between the lines
of Forman's writing.28 He came upon one incriminating piece in which
Forman was questioning Wise about his use of certificates which were vague
regarding the number of copies of an item which had been printed. Forman
wrote: "The appearance is this - that you are reluctant to say how many are
printed; & say 'a few' because some will understand that to mean 3 or 4,
some 10 or 12, some 20 or 30, & so on." Wise replied:" 'A few' means
[strongly emphasized] 'a few', & can mean nothing else!" Forman continued:
"There cannot on the face of it be an honest reason for wanting the number
printed to be differently conjectured by different people; and it turns out
that the appearance is borne out by the fact that, printing 30 (more or less),
you want some one to think you only print 10 or 12." Wise commented:
"Quite so. And we print 'Last Tournament' in 1896, & want 'someone to
think' it was printed in 1871! The moral position is exactly the same! But
there is no 'dishonesty.' "29
Fannie Ratchford found it difficult to believe that Harry Buxton
Forman did not recognize that the type used for eleven of the suspected
forgeries was identical to that used for his four-volume edition of Percy B.
26 From a letter sent by Miss Ratchford to The Atlantic Monthly in response to John
Carter's review of her Letters to Wrenn. Only a small portion of the letter was printed
in the magazine, but a copy of the complete text was sent by Fannie Ratchford to
George Arents. Another copy of this letter was sent to John Mayfield and is in the
Mayfield Library.
27 Carter-Pollard Disclosures, a "postscript" attached between pp. 12 and 13.
2 aBetween the Lines: Letters and Memoranda Interchanged by H. Buxton Forman and
Thomas J. Wise, foreword by Carl H. Pforzheimer, Introductory essay and notes by
Fannie E. Ratchford, Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1945, pp. ix-x.
29Ibid, Plates 22a:-22b.
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Shelley's Poetical Works, the Shelley poems he had had printed privately, and
two of the works he edited for the Shelley Society. Also, she found it
suspicious that Wise used Forman's name freely to Wrenn as the provenance
of forged pamphlets, but, unlike others whose names Wise used to supply
fake provenances, Wrenn met and corresponded with Forman. Surely, she
believed, Wise would not take such a chance unless Fonnan was in on the
secret. In addition, she pointed out that "Forman entered, or caused to be
entered, in standard bibliographies no less than eleven of the impostors"
(Letters to Wrenn, p. 98). This was definitely too many pamphlets for one to
have sponsored innocently. And when his library was disposed of after his
death, thirty-two forgeries plus eleven duplicates were found.
To conclude her case, she recalled that Forman's son stated in a letter
to the Times Literary Supplement, just before the publication of An Enquiry,
that Wise received his two copies of the Sonnets from Forman's father. 30
Thomas J. Wise died at his home on May 13, 1937, at the age of
seventy-seven.31 His library was soon offered to the British Museum and
purchased by the nation for sixty-six thousand pounds. In October, 1956, Mr.
David F. Foxon of the Museum announced in The Times: "That Wise was the
receiver of stolen goods is now certain; that he knew their origin is almost
undeniable; that he himself stole them is probable. ,,32
Syracuse University, through the generosity of George Arents and John
S. Mayfield, has acquired since the exposure more than forty of the forged
titles originally named by Carter and Pollard. In addition, the Library
possesses about two dozen more pampWets which are duplicates, counterfeits
of the forgeries, and titles added later to the original list of forgeries. Most
notable among the titles in the collection is a copy of the Browning Sonnets
to which the enquirers gave prominence.33 Surprisingly, the pampWets have
taken on a value, both monetary and scholarly, which rivals the value the
titles had as first editions.
Chauncey B. Tinker, late Professor of English Literature and Keeper of
Rare Books at Yale University, notes in his review of An Enquiry: "A
complete set of these suspected books should be in every great library, so that
scholars may have an opportunity to assess the exact amount of mischief that
has been done and of misinformation that has been spread abroad in the
name of bibliography."34 Syracuse University has made a great beginning
toward achieving this goal.
30 Letters to Wrenn, pp. 93-107.
31 The General Register Office, Somerset House,London, lists the cause of Wise's death
as la) Thrombosis of Cerebral Vessels-, Ib) Arterio sclerosis. This was certified by E.
Collingwood Andrews, M.D.
32 October 18, 1956, p. 11.
33This pamphlet and all of the other forgeries attributed to Wise and named in the text
are in the Rare Book collection of the George Arents Research Library at Syracuse.
The few pamphlets mentioned that are not available in the Library are so noted in the
text.
34 The Saturday Review of Literature, August 11, 1934, pp. 45-46.
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FROM THE
COLLECTOR'S LIBRARY
It is hoped that this section of the Courier may be continued
as aregular feature, to be contributed by book collectors in
Library Associates, sharing their interests and experiences
with the membership.
The First Illustrated American Book
by David A. Fraser
One of my collecting interests is the book as an artifact, that is, the
book as a work of art in its own right, a harmonious combination of the
talents of the papermaker, type designer, printer, illustrator and binder. The
contribution of the artist-illustrator to book production in the United States
and western Europe during the past two centuries has received particular
emphasis in my collecting efforts. During the past thirty years this field,
together with other areas of collecting, has provided me with side benefits of
(a) countless hours of pleasure with books and friends, (b) a smattering of
knowledge, (c) recurring storage problems, and (d) a large variety of
booksellers' invoices.
Let me give you an example of the type of problem which in the strange
world of the book collector is the equivalent of stalking big game. In delving
into the early illustrated books of this country, the question very naturally
arises: what was the first illustrated book published in the United States?
Now, admittedly, the answer to this question will not save the world, but a
search for a solution will enable us to pick up some information about early
American book publishing and introduce us to some of the books which made
the best-seller list of our infant nation. (Generally speaking, in those times
only books of proven popularity rated illustrated editions.)
Our most famous early printer, Isaiah Thomas, proclaimed that his
edition of Charlotte Smith's Elegiac Sonnets and other Poems (Worcester,
1795) was printed on paper first manufactured by him in America and the
accompanying plates engraved by an "artist who obtained his knowledge in
this country" as distinguished from "European engravers who have settled in
the United States" (Advertisement, p. xiii).
Mr. Fraser, a Syracuse attorney, is a past president of Library Associates and cur-
rently chairman of its Finance Committee.
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A Library of Congress exhibit some years ago displayed this book as the
first of entirely American manufacture - paper, printing, engraving of
illustrations, binding, etc. Although the Sonnets is a formidable candidate fof
recognition as the first American illustrated book, its claim is somewhat
diminished by the following considerations.
First of all, the subject-matter has no American significance whatsoever.
The book is a reprint of the Sixth London edition (1792) of the poetic
efforts of an Englishwoman. A single reference to this country occurs in
Sonnet LVI entitled "The Captive Escaped in the Wilds of America." Here are
some sample lines:
If by his torturing, savage foes untrac'd,
The breathless Captive gain some trackless glade,
Yet hears the warwhoop howl along the waste,
And dreads the reptile monsters of the shade;
This is the closest that any of the 68 poems in this little volume approach to
an American theme. As you can see, the English notion of life in America has
been consistent over the years.
In the· second place, the engravings are not original American designs at
all, but rather crude copies of engravings appearing in an earlier English
edition. (This was discovered by my son, David A. Fraser, while Acting Rare
Book Librarian of Syracuse University.) Compare Fig. 1, the English
engraving, with Fig. 2, the later American re-engraving by Seymour, which
reverses the original, probably as the result of copying or tracing it directly
onto the copper plate. The reversed position occurs in all the plates in the
American edition.
At least the American engraver did not misrepresent his role: he signed
the plates truthfully "Seymour, sc." thus indicating he was only the engraver
(see Fig. 2). However, he gave no credit to the original artist who made the
drawing as in the case of the English engraving (Fig. 1) which identifies both
the artist ("Corbould deL"} and the original engraver ("Heath sculp.").
I have discovered very little about Seymour, who made the en-
gravings for the American edition. The publisher Thomas states in his
Advertisement that he had the plates engraved in his office in Worcester
four years previously, which would date the actual work as 1791. The
publisher is profuse in his apologies for the quality of Seymour's plates
as a product of the "infancy of engraving in this country." It would
therefore appear that Seymour w3;s a beginner in the field in 1791. Very
little more is to be found in the biographical sketch of Joseph H.
Seymour in David McNeely Stauffer's American Engravers upon Copper
and Steel (The Grolier Club of the City of New York, 1907, vol. I, p.
244), which is silent as to where and when the engraver was born.
William Dunlop's History of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design
in the United States (New York, 1834) contains only a short note about
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Fig. 1. Original English engraving.
--- ---------.,.
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an S. Seymour of Philadelphia, who is not our man. It is therefore
uncertain whether or not Seymour, the engraver of the plates of the
Sonnets, was a native-born son of the new republic.
And, as a final demerit, the plates of the Sonnets fall considerably
short of true illustration in the modern sense. They are "weeping wil-
low" style decorations which do little to explain the text. They would
be appropriate accompaniment to any sentimental prose or poetry of the
day.
These, then, are some of the points which detract from a perfect
score for the Sonnets as the first American illustrated book. While it
may be said to have been "made in the USA" in a mechanical sense, the
contents of the Sonnets were conceived on foreign soil by a foreign
author and embellished (to use a typical 18th century expression) by
compositions of a foreign artist.
As a contender for the title of "first American illustrated book," I
would like to nominate the third edition of M'Fingal: A Modern Epic
Poem in Four Cantos, by John Trumbull, published in New York in the
same year of 1795. The scene is laid in Massachusetts in 1775, and
reflects the author's intimate acquaintance with the participants in the
political and military struggles of the Revolution. These are described in
a lengthy, satirical poem through the eyes of M'Fingal, a representative
of the Tory faction.
Judge Trumbull, the author, is described in the editors' preface as
"no friend to monarchy, nor aristocracy, nor is he a raving democrat. He
is a friend of republican government, and rational liberty - that liberty
which is secured by just laws, and a steady administration of justice."
The author was a native of Connecticut and a supporter of the
"revolting colonies." One Elkaugh Tisdale was the artist-engraver of the
nine plates illustrating the book. In attempting to establish Tisdale's vital
statistics, a nettled Dunlop (p. 45, op. cit.) wrote: "He has declined by
letter giving me any dates or facts relative to himself; if, therefore, I err,
he must excuse me - the world will care nothing about it." It has since
been established that Tisdale was born in Lebanon, Connecticut, about
1771 (Stauffer, op. cit., vol. II, p. 272), and is considered to be the first
American-born artist of humorous or satirical illustrations. His plates for
M'Fingal have the merit of originality and are genuine illustrations in the
modern sense. They contribute graphically to the development of the
story as in Fig. 3 which shows our hero M'Fingal hoisted up the
Liberty-pole in an effort to dissuade him from his Tory views while tar
and feathers await him below (there was no meeting of the minds, with
predictable results). Tisdale's other plates in the volume also qualify in
all respects as true book illustrations.
Of course, there are earlier American books with portrait frontis-
pieces, almanacs and primers with small ornaments and figures and texts
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containing maps or diagrams. But to this collector at least, these are
readily distinguishable from an "illustrated book."
The editors of this edition of M'Fingal wrote rather immodestly in
the preface of the "elegance of the work" and "this specimen of
American genius and industry." As in the case of his Worcester rival, the
New York publisher ofM'Fingal was making a conscious effort to produce an
early landmark in American book publishing.
M'Fingal, then, might very well be considered the first illustrated book
wholly conceived, designed and manufactured in America, and a more
satisfactory candidate for that honor than the Sonnets of Charlotte Smith.
Perhaps some of the Courier's readers may have earlier or better entries
to submit. Whether or not they locate any, the joy is in the chase, a fact well
understood among that odd fraternity known as book collectors.
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News ofthe Library and
Library Associates
Annual Meeting, May 4, 1973
Warren N. Boes announced his resignation as Director of Syracuse
University Libraries at the annual meeting of Library Associates in the
University Club of Syracuse last May. He' has accepted a position as Director
of Libraries at the University of Georgia in Athens. The announcement was
received with regret by the Associates, and a resolution to express
appreciation of Mr. Boes' services was passed unanimously. Metod M. Milac,
Assistant Director of Libraries, has been appointed Acting Director through
June 1974.
Mr. Boes also was the recipient of the 1972 Post Standard Award for
service to the Library. The award was presented by the Post Standard at the
May meeting.
New trustees elected at the morning meeting of the Board of Trustees
are Dr. Mary Marshall, Professor Emeritus at Syracuse University and a
founding member and former trustee of Library Associates, and Professor
Eric Hemmingsen, chairman of the Mathematics Department. Trustees
reelected for another three-year term are Mr. R. Wayne Archer, Syracuse;
Mrs. Charles P. Buchanan, New York City; Mr. Clyde O. Jones, Storrs, Conn.;
Miss Betsy Knapp, Fayetteville; Mrs. Antje Lemke, Fayetteville; Dr. William
G. Peacher, Syracuse; Mr. John Vassos, Norwalk, Conn.; Mr. Melvin J. Weig,
Morristown, N.J.; and Mrs. Albert Wertheimer, Syracuse.
Dr. William P. Hotchkiss, Emeritus Professor of History, was made a life
member of Library Associates in appreciation of his distinguished services to
the University, the Library, and the Associates.
Miss Betsy Knapp, Membership Chairman, reported a "fine, aggressive,
successful year," with 150 new members received, bringing the total current
membership to 400.
The resignation of Miss Arsine Schmavonian as editor of The Courier as
of June 30 was announced at the trustees' meeting and accepted with regret.
Miss Schrnavonian has continued to edit and produce The Courier through
this issue, which is her last.
Following luncheon, Mr. Richard Underwood, Director of Syracuse
University Press, addressed the meeting on the topic, "The Greatest Invention
Since the Wheel." His presentation was received most enthusiastically by the
members as both "enjoyable and learned".
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New Secretary and Editor Named
The Executive Committee has appointed Mrs. James Mozley office secre-
tary for Library Associates and editor of The Courier. Mrs. Mozley is a
graduate of the Syracuse University School of Library Science. Her husband
is a professor of Engineering at the University and a member of the Depart-
ment of Radiology at Upstate Medical Center.
New Gifts
Two significant gifts to the Library were announced at the May meeting
of Library Associates. Mr. Chester Soling of Stamford, Conn. and New York
City, Vice-chairman of Library Associates, has given $2,500 to make possible
the purchase of a rare facsimile volume of Leonardo da Vinci's Codex
Atlanticus. Also, the private book collection of the late Mr. Ralph Walker,
former trustee and member of the Advisory Committee of Library Associates,
is to be presented to the University.
Sol Feinstone Awarded the American Patriot's Medal
Mr. Sol Feinstone of Washington Crossing, Pa., a trustee of Library
Associates, has been awarded the American Patriot's Medal by Freedoms
Foundation. Mr. Feinstone, philanthropist, author of articles on freedom, and
collector of original historical documents and manuscripts, was cited by the
Foundation for his "dedication to the Judeo-Christian ideals of service to
others, generous contributions of libraries and original manuscripts to
organizations, colleges and universities, and selfless support and encourage-
ment to the advancement of human dignity." Syracuse University is among
the institutions that have benefited by the generous contributions of Mr.
Feinstone noted above.
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